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Sen. Howard Baker R-Tenn. and 
Illinois Atty. Gen. William Scott 
f~elded questions from reporters 
at an afternoon garden press 
conference Thursday at the home 
of former State Sen. John Gilbert. 
Baker ca~aigns for Scott, 
reaffirms ~port for ~ord 
By Eric White 
Daily EgyPti~' Staff Writer 
Sen. Howard B' -.R-Tenn. and 
Illinois Atty. Gen. Wil iam Scott 
reaffirmed their support of President 
Ford at a' press conference preceeding 
a $S(}-!l-plate Republican fund raising 
dinner Thursday night . 
Scot( and Baker exchanged 
compliments, Baker calling Scott "one 
of the brilO(ht new faces of the Rp..Jlllblican 
party," and Scott suggesting either 
Baker or Illinois Republican Sen. 
GharJes Percy as possible compromise 
candidates for eresident in the event of a 
deadlocked convention. 
Scott said theJllinois delegation c~Jd __ 
"push for either Percy or Baker for 'the 
vice-presidential nomination," Scott 
said former Illinois Gov. Ri.chard 
..ogilvie has already recommended a~ 
Ford-Baker slate to the President 
Baker discounted the PQSSibility of a 
Republican Congress this year. bl\t said 
he has higher hopes for the election four 
years ·from now. 
Scott said Watergate's effect on the 
Republican Party " destroyed the 
ehecks and balances of the competitive 
tw~party system." 
{jus 
'Bode 
F,.i4ay E4i#ion 
'Daily 'Egyptian 
Gus saysT~time for independence Friday. July 9. T976-Vol. 57. No, Tn Southern Illinois University 
from bicentennials. 
Pot, fireworks light up Capital's Fourth 
By Matt Coulter 
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer 
. The policeman jabbed his nightstick 
mto the crowd and I immediately 
retreated back onto the curb . It was 
12:30 a .m. on the Fourth of July, and 
Washington police were attempting to 
break up a street party in Georgetown . 
A paper airplane sailed at a policeman 
and dropped to the ground . The officer 
slowly moved closer to me, then darted 
in and grabbed a young man only five 
feet away . 
Greenwich Village, probably represent ' 
the mainstream . 
Another segment of youth turned up at 
the Jefferson lemorial for a service 
sponsored by the People's Bicentennial 
Commission (PBC)' The service .started 
at 7.: 30 a .m. and consisted of speeches 
callmg for "economic redistribution.:~ 
About 5.000 arrived for the service . 
The crowd responded best to a tape of 
Martin Luther King 's " I have a dream" 
speech. The young people gathered at 
the memorial seemed to represent what 
is left of the peace movement of the 60s. 
But with their leaders- Bobby Ken-
ground, ha!ldcuff~d and dragged away nedy and Martin Luther King- and their 
by four or flv,: pohcemen: A ~ot~le broke main issue-Vietnam-gone, this part of 
near ,a p~hceman-slgDlfYlDg the the youth movement appears to be 
crowd s feelmg on the matter. wandering around lOOking for a purpose. 
Abo~t 2,000 y~g peol?le ha~ gathered ~~ The PBC tried hard to supply that 
at the mtersectJon of Wiscons~ Ayenue purpose . Their theme for the Bicen-
and M Street to celebrate .. begmnmg at tennial was, " Declare Your In-
12 :01 on the Fourt~ .. Flre.crackers . dependance from Big Business." After 
botUerockets. booze. Jomts. smgmg and the service. there was a march to the 
dancing. joined together to igni te the Capital Building for a rally given by the 
The airplane thrower was tossed to the 
celebration. PBC. 
Traffic quickly backed up for several Several speakers addressed the 
blocks in all directions . as Wisconsin crowd. including former student leader 
Avenue is a mainstream to downtown Tom Havden and actress Jane Fonda . 
~ashington. A .garb~ge truck got. cal;lght Both were vocal protesters against the 
10 the party . Jammmg up traffic even Vietnam Wa·r. 
worse. I decided to leave the PBC rally at 4 
Police arrived about 30 minutes into p.m. and go over to check out the Yippie 
this celebration of the 200th birthday of International Smoke·in in front of the 
the United States. determined to clear White Hou:;e . The object of this bicen-
the streets . They immediately went tennial celebration was to get high on the 
about their work , pushing and prodding White House lawn. 
with clubs . .. A barrel with a sign readiqg, " Free 
The scene may have become a riot 10 Grass ." signified the center of the 
1967. In 1976, the young partiers simply smoke-in. About 200 people were scat· 
l~ft to party elsewhere. The entire in· tered around the area, but whether they 
cldent lasted less than one hour. were expressing solidarity with the 
The 3-!lger, the g':lt . fet;hng. ~at ac· Yippie movement or just g. etting high on 
compamed acts of clvTl dTsobediance 10 their own was hard to tell. 
the 60s wasn't ,there. Ta~ing over a I stayed around this area, which is 
street to party IS"a lot different than about 300 yards from the Washington 
taking over a builmng-.l!> protest. Monument. to watch the fireworks 
Washington over the ' Fourth gave display. 
visitors a good look at where the youth The sky lit up in a maze of fiery colors , 
movement of the 70s is at. Those par- and joints floated through the crowd. 
tying in Georgetown. which is It became apparent that the drug 
Washington's answer to San Francisco's culture was the one offshoot of the 60s 
Hai~ht-Ashbury and New York 's which has not died in the 70s . 
,,' 
.----
INDEPENDEJlCE nOM BIB BVSllfSSS_-_ --, 
--..} 1'Hl1 PEOPLES B/cmr'TtNNlAL ~ 
Severai thousand youths marched 
from the Jeffersoo JlAemorial to 
the capitol building to express 
their i\independence from big 
business. The July .4 event was 
sponsored by the People ' s 
Bicentennial Commission. 
Speakers at the capitol included 
Jane Fonda and Tom Hayden. (Photo by Gary Gordon) 
Trustees approve SIU planning statement <-
forwarded to the Illinois Board of 'and the Student Health Service. By Matt Coulter program direction and expansion. 
Daily Egyptian SUfI' Writer The Resource Requirements Plan. 
f the other part of RAMP, must be 
The Board of Trustees accepted: a completed by the University in 
five-year planning statement submitted September. The second part will 
by SlU-{; at board meeting Thursday in establish a basis for obtaining 
Edwardsville. ... resources W meet the goals of the 
The sta .ement is part of the Resource planning statement 
Allocation and Management Program The complete RAMP document will 
( RAMP>. RAMP is a two-part be considered by the Board in 
document which sets a policy of September. If approved. RAMP wilJ be 
------- Friday edition -------
The Friday Edition is an 
experiment to be continued 
throughout ttle summer semester. 
We ~ to include more feature 
stories, ill<lepttl analysis, and "new" 
journalism with more personal 
approach to the news, in the editicn. 
~.B. Kaplowitz edltor-I~c::hief . 
Higher Education <IBHE} . The Board also voted to allow SIU-E 
President inandt told the board the to award an honorary doctorate degree 
preparation of RAMP was an in music to Benny 'Goodman, a jazz 
extremely difficult task.., clarinetist once known as the "King of 
"The preparat~ took a Swing." 
huge input of ' resources from t'he- The Board held a special ~ecutive ' 
University," Brandt said. "We would session Wednesday which was closed to 
. feel a lot better if RAMP were reaJly the public. Speculation that the special 
considered and not pushed into a comer meeting dealt with possible changes. in 
somewhere. " tile- governing system for SIU were 
The Board of Trustees accepted .a neither conf1I1Iled or denied by board 
long range planning proposal for the chairman Ivan Elliott, Jr. 
SIU-E Dental Sc.hooL The proposal Elliott would not comment on the 
provides plans for a health professions purpose of the closed meeting when 
facility on the Edwardsville campus. questioned by reporters at a press 
The facility would include the School conference following Thursday 's 
of Dental Medicine. School of Nursing regular Board session. 
).' 
( 
· ~ 
Corrections officerd~(;~s pena-l reforms 
By Tlm Powen 
o.a, £cpU1III 8Iaft Writer 
During the question and answE!!' 
period after California correctioo 
o(ficial Litwreoce Bennett's lecture 
Wednesday 00 correctioo reform, a 
questioo was asked by a confused 
student 
"So then the problem with penal 
reform is not with the offenders but 
~~~Ie who deal with the 
Benett, chief of the research 
·division of the California 
Department 0( Corrections nodded 
his head, "Yes, I'm afraid that's 
true." 
Bennett had been lecturing in 
Morris Library Auditorium on the 
problems correction officials have 
had DYE!!' the years in implementing 
Iumane penal programs that not 
only provide adequate programs for 
the prisoner's rehabilitation but 
which also insure that the prisoner 
is kept from society until his 
rehabilitation is assured. 
Bennett illustrated this problem 
with the example of California's 
recent shift from the 
rehabilitational approach to 
corrections to what is now 
commonly known as the "justice 
model. " 
Under the old rehabilitational 
approach, the em phas is was, as thc 
name implies. on rehabilitation. 
The courts would hand 
indeterminate sentences (say from 
5 to 3S years) and the parole board 
would determine when the prisoner 
was rehabilitated and ready for 
release. 
The justice model , ' developed by 
Raymond Procunier, cha irman of 
the California Adult Authority (the 
state parole board for male felons) 
eliminated indeterm inate 
sentencing. The authority set. 
within a few months of the convict's 
imprisonment, the exact date for 
the prisoner' s release. 
The plan. initated in April of 1915. 
was widely applauded among 
California's prisoners because they 
resented not knowing exactly when 
they were to be releasedJ Bennett 
, said The prisone.rs were irritated 
by the total control the authority 
had in dete.rmining the date of their 
rehabilitation, because they saw 
many 0( their cell mates, convicted 
for crimes similiar to their own. 
being released earlier than 
themselves. The rehabilitational 
method, said Bennett, was a rather 
arbitrary procedure for 
determining when a prisoner should 
be released 
The justice riuxlel established a 
fIXed range 0( sentences for each 
type of crime. Some vari.atiens in 
the sentencing equation due to age 
and prior criminal records of 
convicts are provided for. 
For instance, the authority might 
~ give an armed robber a base 
, sentence of 36 months but then 
subtract 10 mooths because of youth 
and then add 16 mooths becaus'e of a 
Today's news 
roundup can be 
o.und on p.6 
'Daily 'Egyptian 
Publ iShed In lhe Journalism dnd 
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Student Ed ltor· ln ·Ch ief . H, B. 
~1S= ~dins~,u~~~ 
42 mooth sentence. 
Under the justice model. 
prisoners are no looger forced to 
take part in rehabilitation 
programs, largly because 
ClXTectioo orficials found that1cosUy 
rehabilitatioo programs were oCten 
ineffective. 
" What prison authorities have 
been stressing~· that a lock-up 
environment is gOOd place to 
'belp' 'somebody: ~ Philip 
Guthrie assistant director of the 
CalifQrnia Departulent of 
Corrections in a "Los Angeles 
Times" editodaL. 
The authority's program carne . 
under attack in california for a 
WANN TH'f.ATlH5 \ 
_----.,.\..J 
FOX -EAST GATE 
.711 ( WAlHlJT 
~ _____ 4S7 ·56aS --' 
WELCOME TO THE 21RD CENTURY. 
The only thing you can't have in this 
perfect world of total pleasure 
is your 30th birthday. 
7:00 
9:00 
p 
variety 0( reasons. Recently the 
authority annouoced that Sirhan 
Sirhan, convicted assassin or Robe.rt 
Kennedy, would be released from 
prism 00 Feb. 23, 1986. 
)etters to the editor in the Los . 
Angeles Times' demanding tbe 
=~:~theA ~:::; 
was sent to state legislators. 
Due to a recent court decision and 
rising public protests , the program 
was dropped last April. thus forcing 
the authority to reYE!!'t back to the 
rebabilitatioo approach. 
Then a parolee who had been 
reJel\.Sed two weeks before undE!!' the 
autfllrity's program, was picked up 
by police and charged with murder. 
What followed was a flood ol 
llla M,nnell, MochaeIYor 
Helmut Gnem Joel Grey /' ____ 
"'CABARE1- IS 
ONEOFTHE 
MOST BRILLIANT 
MUSICALS I'VE 
EVER SEEN ON 
THE SCREEN!" 
-Boston Gtobe D: ~. ) 
"Director Bob . 
Fosse, gets the • ) ~redit for making . I 1\. 
Cabaret' one of $J'~ 
the t.ruly fine movie iiI 
musicals in recent -
years. IT'S SO AI -
GOOD I SAW IT m 
TWO TIMES IN AS 
MANY DAYS!" . 
_:~~;a:~~~eNELLI ~ 
IN 'CABARET'-A 
STAR IS BORN!" 
-Newsweek Magazine 
Logan is 29. 
stallinq MICHAEL YORK ·JENNY A6UTIER ~ RICHARD JORDAN "LlZA MINNELLI 
ROSCOE LEE BROWNE · FARRAH FAWCETT· MAJORS -THE NEW 
& PETER USTINOV MISS SHOW BIZ!'; 
________________________________ j ____ ~~~~M~~~~ ___________ _ 
)!)IJ-SJ\'J' 
/ / :1111 ,. It 
" Pink flamingos is the sickest movie 
ever mdde." - Interview 
" Goes beyond pornography ... The 
nearest American film to 
Bunuel 's Andalusian Dog.'t.:--
- New York Magazine 
" Pink flamingos is ten times more 
interesting then Last Tango in Paris." 
- Jonas Mekas, Village Voice 
" Written and directed with pure 
joy and a new kind of nonsense." 
- Robert Downey--" 
" Pink flam ingos is a cheap, bizarre ...<: 
comedy that represents a totally . ~
different response to an 
unsatisfactory world . While The 
fxorcist projects a gloomy, 
terrifying world, Pink flamingos 
presents a bizarre but 
enjoyable world. It affirms the joy 
of living." 
- Dan Sipe. The Pennsylvania Voice 
1.J\~J'li SII()'''' 
All f •• lt t /. III 
The ultimate u~derground film. 
There is no taboo not broken 
and no scene too perverse 
or weird to be included 
in this film. 
NOON. Kaptowil'l; Associate Ed itor . John 
O'Brien: Editorial Page Edllor. J im 
Santori; News Edirors. Sco" CaldWell 
and Joen Taylor; Entertainmenl Editor. D,·r6ct6.d L.. John \ Y 'at<8rs ' ® 
Michael P . Nullen ; Sports Edilor. Scol1 ~ ~ uy Wi. ~ 
&Knsode ; Photo Editor. Carl WlJlTler. , .. -------------~-------.;:=========I 
UNO •• " 
ADMIlTfDI 
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cW orne", break 
mnle tradition 
at ·.West ·Point 
WEST POINr, N.Y. (AP) -The 
Long Gray Line got a few c:urves 
Wednesday. 
Heaving dufIle bap, slru88lin& 
with parade movements and 
undergoing short haircuts, 119 
women ~entel"ed the U.s. Military 
Academy at West Poinl 
"The training in its essence and in 
its approach is exactly the same for 
wllIllen as it is for men." Lt. Gen. 
Sy.dney B. Berry, the academy's 
superintendent, said at a news 
conference at the nation's oldest 
military academy. 
"That is the prevailing 
psychology and pbilosophy-that 
men and women cadets do the 'Same 
thing unless those physiological 
differences lead to minimum 
essential adjustments." 
Some of the 'women begin 
reporting beiore the scheduled 7 
a. m. start m a day in which they 
would leave pasts as beauty queen:i. 
high school baslfetball stars ' (:e-
skat ing cha~pions to becom 
mfJCers. 
" I just try to follow all the rules 
and not do anythin8 wrong," Karen 
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"BUFFALO Bill AND THE INDIANS, or SfTTING BUltS HISTORY LESSOPC--
CII-IUmnQ JOEL GREY -GERALDINE CHAPLIN and BURT LAN CASlER . Scn'-f by ALAN RUDOLPH and RbBERT ALTMAN 
~~~-';I - UI>OO tilt IIIOy 1N!JCANS- by ARTHUR KOP1T-p" ... c~ and Ow",.", by ROBERT ALTMAN T ~~'!.~c!!, 
Shows tonlte: Set: 1:30, 3~ SALUKI 2 605 E_ GRAND 549-5622 6:00, 8:15, 10:30 6:00;·~:15, 10:30 
-----------------------------------
AnIle c«cbini of Santa Maria, ~ of ' PUperYiIIe. m, SIII4 ". 
.Calif., said while waiting in IiDe for _ t quit 011 my OWII ~.2_ II 
her gym shorts and T~hirts. "SIIe they're goin8 to IticII; me out. ....,.'U 
was the rust woman at Micbie kidt me out. but I'm not aoiDI to 
Stadium on the rainy day m • new quil" 
~W 1,4110 new cadets-the IargeIt 
en~ - class the Military -
Academy's 174 years. II women spent tbetr first day 
"I mostly worried about the idea here with swat 011 tbetr b~ they 
m k~ing my determination. and entel"ed the Army gracetuD1. Like 
not g1~ up. .. tben I know I can the men, they turned in IUIY money 
- suooeed,'_ she said in excess of $Il. They were 
That sentiment was expressed by measured for unilorms desiSned 
a half-<lo%en women. "I' m just for them and g«" raiDooats, 
detBniined to ,9)IIke it," Karen bathnlbes and belt buckles. > 
W. T.A. o. -Varsity No.1 Late Showl 
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Opinion & 
Gommentary 
"' EOITORIAL ~LICY-lhe ~I policy of 1IIe Dally 
EcMIt.... Is to prcMde en open forum ~ dlXlaSlon 
of ... end rc... Opinkn mcpn!UIId aI 1IIe edllorIal 
~ dri not recessarlly reftect me- of 1IIe Idnlnlstratlon 
or ,..,., ~ of 1IIe Unlwn/ty. SIgned edllorIals 
~ 1IIe opinions of 1IIe authorS only. Unsigned 
edllCrlals rep-esent II cxnensus of 1IIe Dally Egyptian 
EdItorial Qrnmlttee, which Is canplIed of 1IIe studHrt 
edllCr. ln-dlief, !he edilCrlal pege edilCr, II ~e~ 
by 1IIe studHrt news staff, !he managing editor end an 
edilCrlal _Itlrel Instnldor. 
LETTERS POUCY-~ to 1IIe editor are Invited 
end wrliers !My Slbnlt 1IIem by ma ll or In penon to 
editorial Page EdilCr, Dally Egyptian, Room lW, 
Cornrn<.nICllt lalS Building. Lelten should be typewr i~ 
end shOuld not elCCI!ed 2SO words. Lelten which !he editors 
cxnsider libelous or In poor laS1\! w ill not be poblished. All 
iettl!rs must be signed by the autIIcri. S~ts must 
idl!ntlfy themselves by classification end major, f lK\Jlty 
members by depertment end rlInk, ,..",...;ademlc staff 
members by depertment and posilial. Wrl~ submlHing 
iettI!rs by mail should include addresses and relej:tlone 
runbers ICr "I!f'lftcallon of authorShip . Letten for which 
_ iflCllt lon cannot be made will not be ptbI ished. 
Debate will solve 
__ swImmIng Issue 
By Steve Hahn 
Dally Egyptian Staff Writer 
" I started to question myself as to whether I should 
have spoken my opinions in public or not, " Mrs. 
Susan Hardwig said. "I have jumped from the 
frying pan into the fire." 
During a town meeting several weeks ago, Mrs. 
Hardwig complained to the Carbondale City Council 
about cars blocking her driveway and of nude 
persons " running around" near her hom e located 
some 1,000 feet from Cedar Lake She said her 
family could not leave their home on weekends 
because of cars and objected to potential swimmers 
using her front lawn as a dressing room. 
After around 10 minutes of heated and often 
belligerent debate between this woman and severa I 
membets of city government, Mayor Neal Eckert 
ordered the Public Works Department to place no-
swimming signs near the Hardwig home on Poplar 
~:m~:S".'~u~::~lyH:c~~ ~o! ~~~~~~l~ap~ebl~~ 
official trying to protect even what appeared to be a 
singular interest. 
That is when the controversy began. City officials 
said an ordinance governing the city-owned portion 
of the lake prohibited swimming except in 
specifically designated areas, while saying at the 
saz.ne time, no such areas existed. So is swimming 
legal now or not? 
Bill Boyd, director of public works said, " I think 
you could interpret ( the ordinance> either way." 
Scott Ratter, assistant city manager said, " Legally 
speaking, it's illegal to swim except in designated 
areas." 
Since that time, Mrs. Hardwig has been the 
unnamed recipient of many letters published on this 
page, charging her with the dreadful offense of 
closing the lake to swimmers, not to mention the 
even more severe sin of objecting to nudity in her 
fronlyard. She has received late night phone calls of 
a threatening nature and now must lock her doors in 
fear. 
This woman spoke out against what she Considered 
to be a bad influence on her four children, ages 10 
and under. She spoke out against a parking problem 
which directly concerned her private property. She 
spoke out because she conceived her problem to be of 
a public nature and therefore suitable for a public 
remed but she has not received any public 
considera . on. 
Ponder her point of view before dashing off that 
eloquent prose or hiding your face behind a 
telephone. Ponder the question of why no public 
action has been taken, and then think before you 
condemn. Public debate, not private harassment, 
will solve this problem. 
Short shots 
Apparently, if Das Fass wants to revive loud music 
in its beer garden, i should hire a religious rock 
band. 
Les 9hudick 
Countries must pass one more sport before 
qualifying for tbe Olympics. It' s called clearing the 
political hurdles. 
William S. Burnside 
Time has run out for tbe Bicentennial Minutes. 
Eric White 
PIge 4 Dally EgvptIan, Jufy 9, 1976 
Court, ruling won~t .end-patronage 
-./ / 
_~~ ~c WbJte 
DaUY~gypiUl Staff Writer 
Last week, the u.s. supre~ourt ruled that In a situation like that, the employes have long. 
governmental employes in ' . - olicy making been hired because of tbeir service to tbe party. If 
positioos cannot be fired on th.:; is of party the party never changes, their jobs are never 
affiliation alone. The decision is laudable, but threatened; and they never have cause for 
reaction to it must be cautious. complaint ~ 
Not surprisingly, the particula,r case decided came .J~ It is sometimes argued that patronage makes 
out of Cook County, Illinois. Four Republican government more resppnsive than a civil ~ice . 
employes of the sherifrs office hIad sued to prevent system does. Some feel civil service employes ( 
their dismissal after Democrat Richard Elrod took become too arrogant with their job protection and 
office in 1"970 as sheriff. ~ h I tea ffi ' ls 
Some reformers thought they had Pll noose amper e ec 0 IC la . J-- -
around the neck of Cook County patrona~e in 1972 There are others who feel the party system cannot 
with the Shakman decision, a federal court s consent .survive without the ability to offer favors to loyal 
decree barring the consenting leaders of both part ies followers. 
from forcing public employes to work for or The problem with patronage is that it gives the 
contibute to political campaigns through treats of party in power a ready-made organization that often 
dismissat Chicago Mayor Richard Daley was cannot be matcb&d by an opposition which 'has to 
among the consenting leaders; Elrod was not. re ly on volunt~ alone. Government becomes 
Since 1972, it has been found that even a noose has identified with party and a means of maintaining the 
its loopholes. If one is careful enough, it is usually party. It is instrumental in developing the one-party 
possible to find some cause for dism issal. The systems found where patronage is strongest. 
Shakman decision did not choke off patronage, it In th is particular case, the court has rightly found 
made iCrriore subtle. the dismissal of employes on the basis of party 
Probably not much more can be expected from the membership to be a violation of First Amendment 
Supreme Court 's ruling. The decision does not deal rights of freedom of political belief and association. 
at all with the issue of party affiliation used as a It may be that patronage can be chipped away 
basis for hiring, and it is not applicable to areas such until it is gone, but it should not be thought that this 
as Chicago in which the party ill power never decision cuts through the roots of the matter. It is 
changes. only a skirmish in a worthwhile fight. 
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Lake users should remember the law 
To the Daily Egyptian: 
So Jack Helms<Daily Egyptian July 2, ) is being 
prevented from ~inny dipping in a public lake 
(Cedar Lake) b the public, so he proceeds to ~ive 
said public hell for intruding on his privacy in • my 
little cove" because they were driving boats with 
motors over the legal 10 H.P. I am on your s ide,pal. 
when you talk about ovE!l"S ize motors. but I don' t 
agree with you that you have the right to the privacy 
of a little cove, where you can cavort in the nude 'to 
the exclusion of fishermen or anyone else. 
If all the boats were equipped with 40 H.P. motors 
this gives you no m!! eight to expose yourself in 
public than your exposure would gi ve the boaters the 
right to use 40 H.P. motors. My wife and I fish on 
Cedar Lake at various times and we use a 3 H.P. or 
an electric motor. We are angry when one of the 
bigger than 10 H.P. boats almost tips our boat over. 
We are also angry when we boat up to some small 
'Polemic' fambasted 
To the Daily Egyptian: 
Mary Gardner's editorial 0 some days ago-
attributing failure of the ERA in Illillois to tl}e 
~urpitude and inertia of women " who get no joy out 
of using their mi nds and cannot understand why 
some of us do more than they have to" -has recurred 
to me frequently . 
Rather than prom41gate a lengthy disquisition 
against that remarkarile polemic, though. I should 
like simply to pose one questiOll;.. Why is it that 
men's pejorative s tereotypes of women are 
disgusting abominations which constitute evidence of 
psychological immaturity. while Ms. Gardner' s 
pejorative stereotypes of non-feminist women are 
print-worthy insights which constitute evidence of 
her intellectual paSSion? 
OOONESBURY 
Robert Fancher 
Graduate Student 
Philosophy 
..cove and find it populated with a bunch of nudists. 
Those big boats have no right to endanger our lives, 
and you nude people have no right to offend our sense 
of decency. 
The U.S. Forest Service has designated a beach 
area, sand and all , for swimmers on the south side of 
the lake and very likely the City of Carbondale will 
ultimately do the same on the north end. I guarantee 
you I will not fish in your swimming hole and a pox 
on you if you swim in my fishing hole, nude or 
otherwise. 
Your attempts at sarcasm in dealing with the 
nudies, and your sarcastic references to having to 
crank out 20 knots in order to do some serious 
fishing, plus your feeble threats to retaliate against 
the boaters by taking pictures falls rather flat in the 
face of the fact that both you ( the nude swimmer) 
and they ( the 40 HP . boaters) are both 
BREAKING THE · LAW. 
John A. Naas 
Physical Plant carpenter 
Correction noted 
"'0 the Daily Egyptian: 
The attribution to me as the lone writer of " Marion 
Prison series viewed as sensation~lism " (DaiJy 
Egyptian, July 7) is not wholly correct. It should be 
noted that Angie. McCarty. Charles Clay and Jean 
. Turano, graduate students in Administration of 
Justice, aided in the writing of the article. 
Bob Walker 
Graduate Student 
Administration of Justice 
Cartoonist needed 
The Daily Egyptian is looking for editorial 
cartoonists for summer and faU sessions. Persons 
interested should bring exa'mples of their work to 
Room 1247G, Daily Egyptian News Room , 
Communications Building. . . 
SIR. I 8E6 70 ()tFF£R IIIf1H 
It!R ~ ty MISS 
Tl88IT. SHE J44S FIlE, aBIR. 
PfCTK)N. AND GM:s A I'E.RY 
CJtJ5p ()EUIEJlY Q= fW>ER5 
PE1lTA/NN; 70 AFFiVRS OF 
SW"E ' 
bY--Garry Trudeau 
( 
{ 
J---
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An extension crane lifts two painters into the 
observation area above the poo! which wi ll be a main attraction of the SI U Co-rec building now under constr.;ction. 
Inside the recreation b_uilding:, 
poo~ saunas and student fees 
By Diane PInlonl 
Dally Egyptian Staff Writer 
What has a domed ceiling. an 
Olympic- ized pool. costs 58.9 
million and was paid ror by s tudent 
rees? 
The answer is the new recreation 
building on East Grand Avenue. 
Estimated tim e or arrival is 
summer semester 1977. 
In addition to the pool. the rec 
building includes indoor ha ndba 11 -
raquetball courts. rooms ror karate. 
judo and weight-lifting. a golf room 
with outsi!le greens and sand traps 
and a rencing-dance room and 
gymnasium. 
The building has three levels. The 
upper level. Grand street-level. 
contains administrative offices. a 
lounge. the rencing-dance room. and 
observation decks rrum which you 
can see the pool. gym. and handball 
courts below. 
On the lower level. which is 
ground level rrom the North 
entrance. houses the 5(}-meter pool. 
The pool area will boast rour 1-
meter diving boards. two 3-meter 
boarrls and one 5-meter platform ror 
the daring. The pool also has 
underwater observation windows so 
the viewer mav observe the 
sy nchronized sw'immers or 'the 
Egyptian Divers in action. 
The gymnasium has a hard wood 
floor and eight basketball hoops. 
Two huge ora nge pipe ducts run the 
width of the room to provide air 
conditioning. 
The indoor handball -raquetball 
courts are directly aCrOSS the hall 
rrom the gym. A lounge is also in 
the main area or the lower leve( An 
equipment room is to the s ide or the 
lounge. Students will be able to 
check equipment out rrom the inside 
or the building or ir they are outside. 
rrom the outside window. 
The locker rooms are 
symmetrically shaped. On either 
side or the lockers is a shower room 
dnd each locker room contains two 
saunas. Modern shower and drying 
rooms take up most or the space. 
Just outside the pool area are a 
series or rooms ror karate and judo. 
weight training. exercise and a golf 
room . with an outside green and 
sandtraps. 
The basement holds the pool 
operations room . with six large 
filters and three backwash tanks. 
The rest of the basement is s torage . 
space. 
~~ grassy area will be used as 
playing fields to the north of the 
building. Ir money is available a set 
or tennis courts is planned which 
would be attached to the side or the 
building. com_plete wi th lighting. 
Bill Bleye . assistant'dean or recr-
a tion and intra murals. said the 
building has been paid ror by 
student rees which ha ve been 
collected since 1965. He said the 
athletic portion of StUdent WelJare 
and Recreation-- Fund (SWARFI 
currently being paid by students is 
being uSed ror campus recreation 
programs. 
ru~~~~~esa~dn~~~~~~t~t f! 
approximately 511 million. The cost 
~ the building is esimated to be $8.9 
million. No policies have been set 
yet ror use or the building. 
Perm.ission is being sougm to 
construct diagonal parking spaces 
adjacen~ to th~ area; '- . 
And Ir you ve been wondermg 
what that mysterious dome on top or 
the building is rdr. it houses the air 
conditioning and ventilation-.:vstem. 
Rollie carlson, an SI U blo sciences major, 
00serves CDlSfruction whi le standing under 
the sta~like div ing platform. 
BennY' Rose, an ironworker wl1h- J . L. Simmons 
Construction Co., welds metal along the swimming 
pool observation area. 
Staff photos by Carl Wagner 
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European drought still raging 
LONPON (AP) -French dairymen fed bananas to 
their cows Thursday and Englishmen learned some beer 
will be rationed as a torrid suh prolonged Europe's 
historic drought Feed was running low on parched farms 
of Normandy as importers announced plans to destro:( 
~urplus bananas. . 
SociaL Security updates urged 
WASHINGTON (AP ) -A Senate committee 
recommended on Thursday that Social Security paymenl.s 
be adjusted for cOst-QHiving changes twice a year; 
-instead of once a year, to help older Americans keep pace 
with inflation. Inflation was described as "still public 
enemy No. I" for persons aged 65 and over in the annual 
report of the Special Committee on Aging. 
Former A Laska prosecutor indicted 
iN ASHINGTON (AP) - A former federal prosecutor and' 
eight other persons were indicted Thursday on charges ' 
relating to prostitution and gambling at Valdez, Alaska, a 
major construction center for the Trans-Alaska pipeline, 
the Justice Department announced. Richard L. McVeigh, 
an Anchorage lawyer who was the U. S. attorney for 
Alaska from 1964 to 1968, was charged with conspir ing to 
use interstate facilities to promote racketeering and 
Two city employes supervise as the 
blaise-o-liner applies a fresh strip of 
paint to Mill Streo;!t. The lane markings 
ine 
were ~pplied Thursday. (Staff photo by 
earl Wagner) 
conspiring to transport women acr state lines for the - - Students request investigation 
of grad assistantship policies 
purpose of prostitution. 
Pat Nixon hospitalized with stroke 
LO G BEACH, Calif. ( AP)-Pat Nixon. wife of fo~mer 
President Richard ixon, was taken by ambulancet o 
Long Beach Memorial Hospital Thursday after suffering 
what a spokesman said was a stroke. A spokesman for the 
~:r~t~~tC~~~~~~h~~~u~;s~r~~~o~o~:i~i~:'P'~~~~dal~~: 
and rest ing comf·ortably ." said Nixon spokesman Ken 
Khachigian. -
Paper says Gray intimidated FBI 
A Washington news paper alleged Thursday that former 
U.S. Rep. Kenneth J . Gray D-West Frankfort threatened 
to cut 'off funds for the planned FBI and Internal Revenue 
Service building projects in Washington if the FBI did not 
drop an investigation of himself and his brother Ralph 
Gray. The story which used only unnamed sources said 
Gray used his power as Chairman of the House Building 
and Grounds Subcommittee to attempt to deter the 
investigation. Gray declined comment and referred 
questions regarding the Washington Star's story to his ·' 
attorney. 
East Side Spring ele('tion t'oided 
The Student Gover~ment Election Commission voted 
four to ~wo with one abstention late Thursday night to void 
the Spring Senate electIOns on the East Side. The election 
was declared void 6n the grounds that last term 's election 
commissioner designated five full-term seats and two half-" 
term seats open in the East Side community voting 
district, when there were only four full-term seats and two 
others open due to the expansion of the Senate. 
FrtdIIr July 9 
SeturdIIy July 10 
8)tO, 9:00 p.m 
8Iudent c.ne.r Audltortum 
Admission: 51_ 
By Diane PintDni ....... 
'Dally Egyptian StaB Writer 
Graduate Students from the 
History and Engtlsh ' Departments 
have reques ted the Graduate 
Student Council (GSC) to conduct an 
7 investigation and hearing into 
present graduate ass istantship 
policies. 
The students complained of 
,of' variance in department policies at 
, the GSC meeting Wednesday night. 
Dale B. Montague. of the English 
Graduate Organization, proposed 
the investigation and hearing and 
broujlt!t to the attention of GSC the 
variance in department policies. 
Graduate assistants complained of 
"severe pressure" from their deans 
to increase class size and that 
assistantships were going to 
~tfel~~ ~='to seek reports 
from various depar,ments on 
complaints received from graduate 
students. Thev will be sent to the 
Educational Policy Committee of 
GSC. 
The di s pari ty between 
departments was apparent when 
one member mentioned that the 
philosophy department has three 
graduate students to one professor, 
while the English Department has 
one graduate student to every three 
professors. 
A suggestion was made that other 
departments coutd assist in easing 
class loads, especia lIy for the 
English Department. One council 
member said graduate students in 
philosophy and psychology could 
assist with teaChing basic freshman 
English courses. The matter was 
referred to the Educationat Policies 
Committee. 
pa~~the~~~~s 'p~es~3!~~ ~:~ 
Huebschmann contact Student 
Government President Tom Jones 
to " communicate a position" that 
s tudents participate in faculty 
tenure decisions. GSC decided to 
encourage student government to 
take a strong position on faculty 
salaries as well as tenure decisions. 
A resolution was passed stating 
that graduate students should play 
as large a role as undergraduates in 
tenure decisions. 
The GSC Activity Committee was 
allowed a $2,000 budget. 
GSC approved the University 
Governance-University Life 
Commihee's guidelines fpr the 
establishment of an Infant Care 
Center. A $5.000 allocation for the 
center was also approved. 
The Budget Advisory Committee 
report proposed considering the two 
and a half per cent faculty raise as a 
cost of living increase. A $1 per 
month increase was proposed. 
- ~ INe~ York City pO.lishes its illjllge for Democrats 
NEW YORK (AP)-New York, Sheila McFarland, a reserva.tions places 10 awid, and.Sletails oil • provide . tree bus service for officlala whish would 10 ••• y. 
mired in financial and social managers for three botels bere. city's antifraud regu!atiolll:. "Don't delegates, each delegation is being Police aclmowledle an IDcreue ill 
problems, is making elaborate Blocks of tickets to Broadway get lured into a store with an un- assigned a local resident to belp ,pro,stitutes .nd expect tbem to 
- preparations for next week ' s shows and other productions bave believable banl81~'n : tbat 's Drobably solve problems, hotels are coDcentrate their work •• much u 
. ., Democrlflic National Convention in been set aside for convention-goers. Just wbat it' bargain you arranging to have area papers flown possible. in convention area. 
hopes that visitors w~ lea~e with a Each of the 6,000 delegates, alter- wouldn't believe," _ODe war- here for their guests, and S5 in- For the fint-time visit«, there Ia 
favorable impression of th!! Big nates and their families will receive oing to delegates. spectors are prowling stores in the sheer size of the city. SuzanDe 
Apple. ~:~~o~On~~~in;~~t:~r~~r~,hu!~;r:s~ ha~r:~!C:::es::~~:tait ~mfo~~ ::dr;~ ::~=.ding ·advertiSing ::t~:.!n::,c:d o~S:::= !;! 
Witb a successful Bicentennial · bl ti nd f N Y k Sf del will h be' t Id "not t beco ed If 
celebration behind them, oUicials entertalDment , maps, reusa e adv::tisi:rcc:m~;: ew or with tht; Si~a!~ Probl~~ ~r ~rw th~u:et they ~re s:=: has 
want to continue the process of r~~;:~mi~fs~re a:~r~~~i Th~ city is spending $95,000 to ' York and with some attractions morepeoplelban theirwhoTetown." 
rebuilding the city's image througb 
~r:~;r:f~ c~~:~~~e ~ai~t: 
Home Town" will be given to con-
vention delegates advising them 
bow .to see the best and avoid the 
worst-high prices, bargain sales 
which really amount to ripoffs and 
less desirel!ble n~ghborhoods. 
paYr:e ~r~~t~~fo~a~~~Pt~~va:dht~~ 
visible effects on a city which once 
was acknowledged to represent the 
~;~rt~dt~f~';~ ~c~~:r~; 'b~~~i 
jokes across the land for its high 
spending is trying to show. as it did 
last weekend. that New York still 
has much to oHer. 
" The hotels and the city are 
~~dC~!~f~g at~~ ~i~!in~~/~:k h:~~ 
getting them to come back ." said 
Group to sell 
books Friday 
An illustrated biography of 
George Washington, a 1957 set of the 
Encyclopaedia Brittanica and a 
duke's mixture rI old magazines 
will be among the items offered for 
sale Friday by the Friends of 
Morris Library. 
The sale. scheduled for 9 a.m. to 4 
p.m. in the " Blue Barracks" east of 
the Illinois Central-Gulf railroad 
tracks, is staged periodically by the 
philanthropic organization to raise 
money for the purchase of rare 
books. scholarly journals and other 
items for Morris Library. 
Fiction and non-fiction books will 
be offered for sale at a fracUon of 
their original cost, according to 
Glimnie King, secretary. 
Among subject 'areas covered are 
music, art. foreign languages, 
science, education, philosophy and 
history. Several how-to and 
technical books will be offered. 
In addiUon, copies of National 
Geographic. Popular Science and 
ether magazines will be on sale. 
Donatims for the sale have been 
solicited from throughout the area 
by a committee of Friends 
members living in various 
communities. Mrs. King said. 
UTI1..E PIANIST 
GRAND RAPIDS, Michi. (AP) -
-Suzanne Waters, an ll-year-old 
blind pianist, has won a $100 
~~J::: F~~~~~h~f M~fc~IU~~ 
Miss Waters learns music by 
playing a tape recording of the 
selected piece over and over again. 
She originally used music books in 
" ::~\~t ~:~:~n she found 
is also a composer. Her 
compOsition, " Higbland Lass." 
received a superior rating in the 
NFMC state and national 
competition in 1975. 
Theltch 
."r ., 
UNIVERSITY : 4 ~ 
What the song didn't tell you . 
~. ~ 1hemoviewill~ 
,~ 
~"'l Robby Benson & Glynnis O'Connor 
A love story that s joyous. funny 
and so touching 
you will neuer f6rget it. 
I 
A Max Baer Film 
", BObtMe Ode ~ Gonl~ .0 
WdlyJoe 
PlOIla<! Dy Max Baer .,.., Roger Camras . Ooectoo Dy Max Baer . _ ..... ..... - . -- ,..,."... ...... '. 
Set .... $lory ~ Seteencoay Dy Herman Raucher · _ IJ1Ite Scn;i .... S<rq Dy Bobbie GenlJy . ()'l"" ""'" Dy Miche.1 Legrand 
Friday ./ 
5l45, 7:45; 9:45 
lWl-lite 5: 1.s.5 :oGI$l.2S 
Frldllly 
5:30, 7:30, 9:30 
TwI-Ilte 5:00-5:»'$1.25 
Saturday 
1:45, 3l45, 5l45, 7l45, 9-.45 
' lWi-lite 5:1505:451$1.25 
RON HOWARD 
,.,s II, el.td 
._ ''''S ,,, ·w"" ... MT" DU~TI 
n. ......... , ..... 
",,'I1 ... - Frldllly Saturday 
6:00, 7)45, 9:30 
lWt-lite 5:»6 :00(51.25 
2:30, 4:15, 6:00, 7*5, 9:30 
Tw\-llte 
tile WfIf Ouris 1IU1IfI'! 
.JACK..4iON 
flRJNTY 
JAIL 
--. YVETTE ..we 
Se1UrdIy 
1:00, 1:00, 9"1 
TwI-Ilte 5:»6:0CIr'S1.25 
r' 
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ReagaJ). proposes ;nO·~trings inc!}me' tax-rebates 
FARGO, N.D. l AP) -Ronald ~tes and local governments both Reagan, who trailed Ford at t strong~ candidate against "r believe that I offer the best 
Reagan pr.oposed Thursday that the responsibility and tax!lOUl'Cel! start of tbe <day 1,004 to '¥1 the former/(ieorgia governor. hope for victory in November, or I 
part of the federal income tax could for programs such as welfare and de.legates, hoped for a split of North "1 believe in the contest ahead , if would not be here asking for ywr 
be turned ,ewer to the states to spend p.ablic education. Dakota's 18 national delegates and a Jimmy Carter is tbe candidate on vote," be added. 
without restriction. ' Bue he took that proposal further haU-<lozen or so c;f Illinois' 13 u · the other side - who is not a member 
al~ S!~: ~ ~o:=. ~~n!:e~'~yi::::' co~it~~1~esfequires 1,1:.11 f th~:::~~t:r ~~1f~aet%sb~ pl~~;eRie:~~r~onD!~:~~~~~?n 
candidate than President Ford to revenue sources be would consider de1egates . Ford has led the delegate ment - we'll have a contest in which attack on Ford 's temporary em-
run for Republicans against Jimmy sharing with the states. I count for two and one half n:tonths, the campai.gn will be on the issues," bargo on foreign wheat sales. 
• Carter because Carter couldn't " Let 's take the biggest source of but Reagan has been narroWUJg the Reagan said. ..P' 
attack Washington in a campaign revenue of ail , the federal income gap in recent weeks. 'There are 179 But, if Ford is the Republican 
against him. tax," Reagan told 2,000 delegates, uncommitted deleg!ltes and 98 still nominee , Reagan warned, the 
Reagan spoke to delegates at the alternates and guests at the Fargo to be selected, including the 18 in Carter campaign " will be a sin:tple 
The American farmer, Reagan 
said, ,shou.ld.be free to raise all he 
can and sell ail he can' to any buye.r 
worldwide who will pay the open 
market price for his products 
North Dakota State Republican convention . ~orth Dako~ and 25 to be elected attack by Ihe Democrats agamst 
Convention, and tben - flew to. "Is there any r.eason in the world Fri.day. and Sat~day in Colorado , Washi~on . ·: ' 
Chicago for a series of public why the federal mcome tax cannot whic~ IS Reagan 5 next stop on hiS Reag~sald that would be to~.h 
mee~ings with previously elected be collected with the idea that X-per camplagn tour. to defend because of Ford 's defJclt In Illinois, Reagan limit d his 
public remarks to a few brief 
greetings at the hotel near O'Hare 
International Airport. Then he 
plunged into a series of private 
meetings with delegates from > 
Dlino' and Indiana . r 
uncommitted nlinOis delegates. cent of that tax would be left in the Discuss!ng the prospect th~t budgets arid because Ford hll;S been 
In Reagan 's speech in Fargo, he states wl}ere it ~as collected for Car~er Will be . the Democrat!c a me.mber of the ~ashml{.ton 
repeated familiar proposals that the state use, and With no stnngs at - nommee (or eSldent , Reagan said establishment most of his adult life. 
federal government 'return to the . lached? " he asked. he believes he would be the " Mr. Carter and I would have to 
L - la -d RT'.4 b -'I run on our respective records as egIS tors to COnSl er .d l ~o~~rn:ers~:~O~da~~v~~oh~~n:x~ 
. . .: . posed already tha~he is no different In Illinois, Reagan's native state, 
SPRINGFIELD (AP) ---illinois jomed several suburban state constitution, bins passed after than the leadership of the Ford won 59 per cent of the popular 
legislators left lakeside retreats and Republicans in refusing to vote for June:.J must receivp a three-fifths Democratic party has been for the vote and n of 101 delegates in the 
hometown offices to return to the commission bill, said he thought vote to become effective last four decades Mrach t6 primary. Reagan won 11 
Springfield for Friday's Special ~ measure. would pass with little immedjately. The bill garnered " He finds the 'answer to every delegates amd 13 were elected as 
~Ion called to clean up unfirushed dif!iculty Friday. on,l1. 34. of .the J6 vote:' ~ed. problem in more government, 'in uncommitted. In Indiana, in the 
b~=·experts have estimated the a~~:f;I ~t~~~e~~~~~ st~pti~nk ;~':: ~~~~:n~ ~:r~ ~~: C~:t~~i~~~:n ~~o~~~h~~'ty~~ ~!~r ~l~:;'~~1~r~~~: a-:n4~lor~ 
cost d. the special session, expected fmish up. " Harris said Schaffer said Real!an said. delegates: -
to~ only one day, at some $3),000. But one outspoken opponent of the The bond authorization bill raises -r;::.=:.:...:::;;.:.;---------;..---------......, 
hI aoiiitiOll to their $2ll,llOO-a-year current RTA, Sen. Jack Schaffer , R- from $752.2 million 10 $840 million City of Carbondale 
salary, legislators are paid $36 for Cary, said the cause is worth the total amount that can be NotIce of a conmlned CorrIdor 
each day they a.re in session plus 15 fight.ing for, and he will continue to borrowed for construction of sta!e 
cents per mile for travel to and frcm refuse to vote for the omnibus bill. correction, mental health and child and Design Public Heering 
Springfield '''I don't think they've got the care institutions, university and 
The session was called to consider message yet." be said "and the government buildings, and water 
two relatively routine and message is that there will be no I"e5OU~ and conservation projects. 
noncOlItroversial measures-1Jne peace in this state until we get The measure had passed the 
providing some $8 million to various justice on the RTA. " House and- the Ser-'!te' but awaits 
agencies and commissions and The Senate RTA flap began when !fouse approval of Senate 
:!~~ ~7 ~~easu!t'~nmt!X::; ~ ~~~~a ~:~lU~i:no~~~r! amendments. 
f . I ' J J 1 Iii f be House sources said po:>Slble points ~~p~tabuC~~tsclispute between ~rXmit'i!e ~f s:a~o~:V:i:~mint~ . d. controv~rsy are InclUSIOn of o,nly 
Chicago and suburban senators the operation d. the RTA and report enoug.h .Inc.reased borrowmg 
over the Regional Transportation back in November. authorlzauoo In the w.ater resources 
Authority boiled over in the closing The RTA, which serves the six- category to cover I?rojects approved 
hours d. the spring session last county metropolitan Chicago area, In the last flSC8l y~r and none for 
Friday and the omnibus has been embroiled in controversy new flSC8l 19n projects. 
commission bill fell victim. The resulting in failure by the board to The House also may take issue 
bond aulborizatioo bill was set aside approve a budget for the fIScal year with the Senate's removal of $2 
when a last-minute dispute beginning this month. million in ,JDcreased bond 
developed in the House on the final When the RTA resolution failed to authorization was included for a 
day. pass, Mohr, Schaffer and other state contribution to development of 
Senate Republican Leader suburban legislators refused to vote ' the Progress Plaza Industrial Park 
William C. Harris d. Pontiac, who for the omnibus bill. Under the in the East St Louis area_ 
.:.:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::.:.:.:.:.:.:.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: ........ : ... : .............. ,' 
'WSIU-TV&FM 
:.:.:.:.: ... :::.:.:.:;:::::.:.::::::::.; ... :.: ......... ;.: ... :.;. 
The follow!ng programs are p. m.-The Black Book: 7: 30 
scheduled Friday on WSIU-TV, - p.m.--.Jazz Revisited: 8 p.m.-¥otk 
Channel 8: Festival U.s.A. ; 10 p.m.-The Goon 
4 p.m.-8esame Street' 5 p.m.-
The Evening Report; 5: 30 p.m.-
Mistorogers Neighborhood,; 6 
p.m.- The Electric Company; 6: 30 
p . m .-Viewpoint; 7 p . m.-
Washingtoo Week in Review; 7: :.l 
p.m.-Wall Street Week; 8 p.m.-
U.S.A.: People and Politics; 9 
p.m.-Bill Moyer's Journal: 10 
p.m.-Kup's Show. 
The follo1.ing programs are 
scheduled Friday on WSIU-FM, 
Stereo 92: 
6 a.m .-Today·s the Day: 9 
a .m .-Take a Music Break; 11 
am.-opus Eleven: 12:30 p.m.-
WSIU News; 1 p.m.-Aiternoon' 
Concert; 4 p. m. - All things 
Considered; ~: :.l p. m. -Music in the 
Air; 6: 30 ~SJU News, 7 
Show; 10: :.l p.m.-WSJU News; 11 
p . m .-Nightsong: 2 a . m.-
Nightwatch. 
WIDB 
The following programs are 
scheduled Friday on WIDB-Stereo 
104 on Cable FM~AM: 
6 a.m.-5ign on: album oriented 
rock all day; news at 40 minutes 
after the hour; 10 a.m .-EartJ;! 
News, hyping the first Beach Boy 
album in three years; Noon-Hot 
News, UCLA psychologist Sheryl 
Lewis took a ftIm job~oaching 
rats; 12: 10 p.m.-WIDB News: 4 
p.m.-Earth News, Don Widener 
made TV history; 6: 10 p.m.-WIDB 
News; 7 p.m . -Hot News, 
p5Ychoiogist Sheryl Lewis; 1 a .m .-
sign rlf. 
IJve In quiet comfort this fall 
Marshall and Reed 
Apartments 
611 So. Graham 
(1 block __ t of So. Wall) . 
467·4012 
~~~~=~~ ~~Ity" Professi~.ls , 
- e&rpeted .. . 
Air Cmditimed 
3 Color Schemes Available 
. WU"ed for telephone and cable TV 
Furnished 
Laundry facilities available 
Parking free~ 
All uUUUes Included. 
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Modestly 
Priced 
All in1erested persalS are hereby notified that the City of 
Carbondale is planning a railroad-ttighway crossing project to 
alleviate the railroad-highway crossing problem in the City of 
Carbondale. The alfen1atives still being considered extend from 
Pleasant Hill Rood at the southerly City limits to approximately 
0.5 miles north of the northerly City limits along the Illinois 
Central Gulf Railrood and between Poplar and Wall Streets in the 
City of Carbondale. 
Information, including the draft environmental impact 
-' • statement, is ava ilable at City Hall ; Carbondale Public library; 
Ntorris library al the campus of Southern Illinois University; the 
District 9 ctfice of the Illinois Department of Transportatioo, and 
at Clark, Dietz and Associates-Engineers, Inc., 103 South 
Washingfal Street, Carbondale. 
The hearing is sdJeduled to afford an ~nity for the public 
to partidpate in the consideratioo of the proposed project. All 
interested persons are urged to attend the CDTlbined corndor and 
design public hearing, which will be held : 
Wedneeday evening, August 11, 1976 
7:30 P.M. 
City Councfl ChaJrberw 
6lJ7 East College Street 
Carbondale, IL 
Cltv ~esentati\'eS and prolect engineers will be present to discuss !he 
enginee<'"lng features ; relocation assistance programs; ten"'ti"", scheckJles 
for rigll-<>f-way ~isition and consm.<ction; and !he social. economic and 
envircrmental effects of lhe project. foNJ{Jts. drawings and other pertinent 
informational materials will be on ptbt lc display al !he Cltv Coo.ncll 
O1I!Imbers fran 9 a .m . 10. p.m . on Augus19, 10. 11, 1976. Engineers will be 
present 10 ansv.er questions on !he project cM"ing these times and 
immedlalely foIlOYoring !he ptbtlc hearing. 
All written views fran Interested groups. agencies. and i ndlvi~ls 
reoeiYed by. !he Cltv prior 10 !he hearing: will be available for ptbtic 
Inspection and ropying al !he Citv Hall in carbondale. 
Written and oral stalements regarding !he project will be accepted at !he 
ptbtic hearing and will beoome a PtVt of !he official InInScrlpt. Written 
CXlI1YnI!flIs received before AugusI2A. 1976, will beoome II part of !he ptbtic 
record. along with !he official hearing tramcrlpt. Such material should be 
mailed 10: 
Mr. C.J. Fry, City Manager or Mr. B.J. Schwegman, P.E. 
P.O. Box 'Jail Clark, Dietz & AUocI .... 
carbondale; IL 62901 103 South Washington 
calt)ondale, L 62901 
{ 
HEW. suspends 
civil rig"ts rulin:g 
on discrimination 
WASHINGTON ( AP) -The 
Department 0( Health, Education 
and We.lIare, acting on President 
Ford's instructions, has suspended 
a ruling that father-son or mother-
daughter school events violate laws 
prohibiting sex discrimination. 
Ron Nessen, Ford ' s press 
secretary, said the President 
reacted with irritation when he read 
0( the ruling by the department's 
Office of Civil Rights. 
" This is counter to the kind of 
traditional American values that he 
believes in. " Nessen said 
The spokesman said that if the 
school events violate federal laws, 
Ford would immediately send 
legislation to Congress to change the 
law. 
The ruling, issued last week, was 
suspended pending research by 
lawyers to determine whether Title 
IX ol the Civil Rights Act was 
violated by such e'{ents. 
The civil rights office ruled in . 
response to an inquiry from the . 
Scottsdale. Ariz ., public schools, 
which sponsor father-son banquets 
and mother-ooughter teas. The 
school officials wanted to know 
whether the events violated lhe laws 
pro!libiting sex discrimination in 
public schools receiving federal 
fmancial aid 
aney Low, spokeswoman for the 
civil rights office, said the office 
determined that such events were 
prohibited by the law. 
~ctivities 
::.:':::.;.;.:.;.:.;::.;.:.:::::::' .:.;.;.:-:.:::::::::; ..... :.:.:;: .......... . 
Friday 
SGAC Film : "Chi na Town ." 6:40 
& 9 p. m ., Student Center 
Auditorium. 
SGAC Outdoor Concert, 8 · 11 p .m .. 
Back of Woody Hall . 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Dance, 9 p .m .- I 
a .m ., Student Center Ballroom D. 
Fishing-Slavery-Parachutes Con-
ference:' A Skills workshoP for: Job 
Search. Job Advancement, Job 
Enhancement, Hi p.m. 7-9: 30 p.m., 
Touch of Nature Environmental 
Center. 
Thesis Exhibit : Jer Patryjak , 10 
a .mA p.m., Mitchell Gallery. 
On-Going Orientation. I p .m .. 
Student Center Illinois Room . 
Tour Train , 2 :30 p.m .. Front of 
Student Center . 
Christians Unlimited Meeting, 8-tO 
p.m .. Student Center Room A. 
Campus Crusade for Christ Meeting , 
7-8 :30 p.m .. Student Center Room 
C. 
Indian Student Association Film, 7 
p.m., Morris Library Auditorium . 
Art Exhibit, 10 a .m .-3 p.m .. Allyn 
Building Gallery. 
Summer Playhouse ' i6 : Little Mary 
Sunshine. 8 p .m ., University 
Theater . Communications 
Building. 
Friends of Morris Library book sale. 
9 a .m . - 4 p.m .. Blue Barracks. 
EAZ- Coffeehouse: free en-
tertainment. 9 p.m.-I a .m ., 816 S. 
Illinois Ave . 
......... 
East & West 
Apartments 
Luxuriously furnished 
Air Conditioned 
Large Parking Lot 
Laundry facilities 
/len or Women 
Large Enough for 2 or 3 
Extra storage 
EaIt 
408 So. Well 
CaI!~ ~1m 
W ... 
417 So. GnJhIm 
DavId Ray 
457-8054 
a.m.rV ..... 
Democrats have big hit' off Broadw~y 
NEW YORK ( AP) -Based on TIlen3~ do so many people want 
advance ticket demand. the show the to ~into Madison ~uare 
Democrats are q>ening a block elf arden ~t~ party Chairman 
Broadway next week is a smash hit. Robert Stralm call the convention 
"The Democrats and the musical to order at 8 p. m. Monday? No one 
'Chorus Line' are the hottest tic.ltets.t is sure why they do, but they do. , 
in town," commented on~ And so the mQst delicate 
Broadway veteran. 8nangments in preparation for the 
"Of course, a political convention convention involved seating. For 
is always the hottest ticket until the lha;e who were assured of being in 
day it opens. I mean, like who really the hall. tile questi _ was where 
wants to sit in that hall for hburs they would sit Then came the 
listening to keynote speeches? They question ol who would control the 
got to be crazy." . spectatonseats. 
The crazy -ooes, 15,000 strong, The most generous estimates 'a~e 
delegates, alternates, reporters, that ~ are 8,000 ::'Jest ~ts In 
VIPs and not so VIPs are streaming the Gardetr They were allocated on 
into New York for four days of the basis ol a simple formula that 
unrelieved anticlimax. seemed. within the power-eonscious 
No one is hunting out a Broadway corridors of the Democratic party 0 
bookie to bet hat anyone other than be the fairest possible: " Them that 
Jimmy Carter is going to be the has gets." 
Democratic presidential nominee. Here is how most ol the guest 
The only action might center on the seats were handed OUI: 
names being mentioned as possi'.'le - Democratic ~ members of 
running mates for the former Coogress, 292 House members and 
Georgia governor. 62 senators, got two each, for a total 
BIKE SALE 
Raleigh Record ~~~ .. OO ) 
Grand Prix (reg. $165.(0) 
SALE 
$119.95 
$129.95 
.Iim's Sporting Goods 
Murdale Shopping Center 
ol'/08. 
- Tic.kets (or Democratic 
gcivernors and lieutenant governors 
'account for anOther 1S6. 
-State party chairpersons and 
vice cbairpersons got two each for 
another 2:M. , 
-Top party officials in New York 
City and sta te got control 01 SOO 
seats. 
-Key members 0 the 
arrangements committee got four 
each, for another 132 seats. 
-The dip1omatic. corps got 300 
seats. . 
:-Guest seats alloted to the state 
delegations total more than.1 .. 500 ..... 
-The party fU18nce counei!7"made 
up of people who have contributed 
at least $1,-' divided 1,500 ticRts 
among its '1SO members. 
When the formula was deYised. 
the campaign traiJ was crowded 
with candidats for the preIidmtiaJ 
nomination So. '1SO seats were set 
aside for presidential c.andldlltes 
" prorated on the basis of delegate 
strength." On the eve of the 
convention. that would give Carter 
lI.bout 700 seats with the remainder 
to be divided among Gov. Edmund 
G. Brown Jr. of California and Rep. 
Morris K. Udall of Arizcna. 
All that adds up to less than 8.000 
seats. Bul doo' t walk up to the 
Garden on Monday expecting party 
olficiaJs to be handing out the 
remaining tickets. 
f~t. THE I!!;: ~!!!EMaIl =. 549-1031 
SIDEW ALK SALE 
(Friday & Saturday July 9 & 10) 
ALL TABLE ITEMS 
50% off 
China 
Bicentennial item. 
Gift. 
Flower Arrangement. 
( 
,,', 
I EWALK SALE 
COME TO THE WEST SIDE OF CARBONDALE 
HEllENY'S' 
~ 
FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN 
SQUIRE SHOP MEN'S WEAR 
WOOLWORTH'S 
THE KNITIlN' KNOOK 
THE FISH NET 
PHILLIP'S WOMEN'S WEAR 
AMERICAN CRAFTSMAN 
JULY9& 0 
FOR TREMENDOUS SAVINGS 
- BOB DOERR TV & APPLIANCE' 
FH~ST FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN 
RAMADA INN 
KROGER 
UNIVERSITY BANK 
MLtiA Y'S F~NTURE 
BA~ WOODS 
BlEYER'S LADIES STORE 
APPLE TREE 
BOMAR TIRE COMPANY 
LEMON DROP CHILDREN'S FASHIONS 
JIM'S SPORTING GOOOS 
THE SANDPIPeR 
JERI lYNN FIGURE SAlON 
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Jesse and' Emmylou give superb~show 
- I -7 
By MJc:IuJeI P MIIIIm . Only ~inlYour Love," (the song that the Sk~'Elite Hotel") and slightly revised version of 
~t Edbar won her the top ~pot in last year's the ability to excite in live per- "Sunlight." from the classic 
r • • country music a ~ards) and " It ' s forrnances as she-did Tuesday night, Youngbloods album "Elephant 
Emmy Lou Harris stepped to tbe ~~~h~o~~S:~'l"~8fA; .~nd I got Two . ~hetht;a~~~.~: fi~ltr top stars- MOUIltain." , 
mike, . a will~ wr~::m~ The MRF ~rowd of n~arly 6,000 Jesse Colin Young headlined this hi:~r~c:~l:~~ ~o~ cr::~o~~ ~~~.nBu~et~ ~adywr~~ Allba~~ responde~ With a standing ovatIon MRF show, and the prescence of two cert . each song a little more .lively 
can certainly belt out a son~, and and H!'oms return~ for two encores. artists with such cont1JS.ting styl~s and a little more loose. Young and 
she opened Tuesday night ' s The first encore mc1uded a s.t,!n- shows that the MRF people aren t band were headed for a peak, llQd 
Mississippi ,River Festival (MRF) ningly simple and elegant renditIOn idly boasting when they bill the they reached it on " Ridgetop." AlU 
concert with a set of the rlflest of the Beatle~ : " Her,e., There and festival as the place where " the bandmembers 1David Hayes, bass ; 
fertilizer-stompin ' music this side of Everywhe!'e . ..... Harrls voice was stars come out every night." Jeff Meyer; drums and per-cussion ; 
Nashville. accompanied only by Rodney Scotl Laurence. keyboards and Jim 
::::::::::::::;::::W:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~~!£;~d~T.~;:~~~;~~: :~:1~~IZ~~!i£S:~~:i~~t~~1r~~:n:~ th~~or~i~, o~~~~~,g~~~i 
was Harris' voice thl!t stole the 
show. Her voice is expectedJy soft 
and melodiC- on the classic tear· 
jerkers in her set, li.ke Buck Owens' 
"Together Again ," and Dolly 
Parton's "Coat of Many Colors ." 
But when the tempo of the music 
increases, so does the power and 
force of Harris ' vocals. 
On ;very song, Harris allowed her 
band the room to display their ob-
vious talent, but there was never a 
doubt who was leading. the show . 
~eba~d~\fo!t:SPh~r ~ove~; :~~ : 
never upstaging or drowning her 
vocals . Her halmonies with the band 
were superb, crystal clear and tight. 
Harris displayed enthUSiasm whjl~ 
her band jammed, and t!iey 
responded with airtight poise, both 
' vocally and instrumentally. 
Harris rolled t"rough her music, 
singing " Bluebird Wine, " "If I could 
:::::::::::::::::::::~::ri~~::::::::::::::::: ~~r~~~if~~~f~~~1fraio~~~ ~~i~~d.ntaneous applause from 
Crowley's acoustic guitar and the 
song's final notes swelled into a 
scorching Chuck ijerry rocker . The 
crowd demanded Harris ' return . 
and she led the band (Albert Lee . 
lead gui tar ; Henry Gordy. bass. 
banjo and vocals ; Hank DeVito. 
pedal steer. Rodney Crowley. rhyth · 
m guitar and vocals ; John Ware, 
drums ; and Glen P . Hardin . piano ) 
and audience through a foot · 
stomping. hand-(:lapping finale of 
"Queen of the Silver Dollar. " 
Emmy Lou Harris has been 
around awhile . Het -ca reer began in 
1967. and after ten years of setbacks . 
she is finally reaching. the pinnacle 
that her ta lent has always indicated 
~~I~e~~~r~~;:~~~gfn'd ~~~~, ( ~~~~:~ 
~:s:a~t:~~~;~~~nt~he efacref::~~~J 
right extremes of the stage. seating 
under the tent is excellent. The lawn 
seats offer excellent sound and the 
stage is cleariy viSI ble as long as 
everyone remains seated . . 
Like EII',;;'Iy Lou Harris . Jesse 
Coli n Young has been around 
awhile. but he has not labored in the 
sa me obscurity . First comi ng to 
prominence in the late '60s with the 
Youngbloods . he has turned out 
several fine solo albums in the last 
few yea rs . 
Young also received two curtain 
caUs. He responded to the first with 
a boogie6.miber that had the crowd 
out of therr seats and clapping with 
happy abandon. His second encore 
took everyone back a few years with 
soothing version of Chet Powers' 
" Get Together ." 
Both performers spanned a 
decade with their experience and 
displayed two very different 
musical styles. The quality of their 
~~~o;r~::~e;h~~~. ~~~~~~:~ o~~~ 
enjoyable evening. 
he ~a~~~dnti~~~;~~~~g~t~~~st~~~ Beg your pardon 
~~rSoh:~~:~ni~; . ~~~~~ a~~~~:~~ A master of fine arts thesis 
guitars. Y~!lng began slowly. but exhibition by Gregory Martin will 
with each song. a different member be open from 8 am. to 5 p.m. each 
of the band ioined Young on stage. day until July 16 in the lounge of the 
First. Young's wife Suze joined him Communications Building. The 
~WOOD 
KANSAS CITY, NO: (AP)-
Taiting advantage of a free wood 
offer by the Jacksoo County Park 
Department, IIuncire4 of people 
turned lumberjacks recently and 
helped themselves to pine, oak. 
maple, elm and other varieties on 
the county's property. 
The department had decided to let 
area residents chop trees on a part 
of the land where a 580-acre lake is 
going to be constructed in the early 
J980s. 
J .D. Ingram. chief park ranger. 
said the department decided to 
allow the cutting for two reasons: to 
provide people with free wood and 
to save the county the cost-sn 
estimated $200,~ clearing the 
trees be! ore the lake built 
Every 
Friday 
All the fish $2.65 
you can eat 
every Saturday 
All the ahrifT1) 
you can eet $6.50 
('.omplete Bar 
& Menu Avaiabll' 
THE BENCH 
across from the 
courthouse in M'boro 
687·9600 684-3470 
'Best of Erni.e Kovacs' 
added to WSIU:TV 
to sing. then multi·instrumental JilT, show is entitled " Perspective 
Rothermel made it a trio as he Images." 
added harmonica on a Mississippi A story on Page 7 of the Daily 
John Rurt tune . Two songs later . Egyptian Thursday incorrectly 
everyone was on stage. and Young slated the exhibition hours were 8 
bumPed. the tempo up a notch with a p. m. to 10 p.m. 
Leo at the PiaDcL 
Wed.-Sun. 6-9 
RON" BEV 
Tues. -Sun. 9-1 
,. ................................ .."., ............................................................................ " ................................ , 
By Ketti! Tuxboru 
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer 
Two new shows and the return of 
another favorite will highlight 
WSlU-TVs fall season this year. 
"The Best of Ernie Kovacs" and 
" Scenes From a Marriage" will be 
r.remiered on Channel 8, while 
'Anyone for Tennyson?" returns 
for its second season. 
Most of Ernie Kovacs' television 
material has been withheld from 
distribution since his death in 1962. 
But recently the Public 
Broadcasting System obtained the 
rights to a considerable portico of 
his best work and edited this 
material into 10 one-hour programs. 
Kovacs pioneered the develOpment 
of purely visual humor that has 
formed the stylistic framework for 
much of the successful comedic 
techniques of "Laugh-In" and 
"Monty Python:s Flying Circus." 
"Scenes From a Marriage" is 
the original TV production of film 
director Ingmar Bergman's first TV 
series, starrir.g Liv Ullman. The six 
::~~ J~:::.a~:fl:;'; s~~ 
assertion in a modern society 
through a sophisticated and 
sensitive study of a marriage. A 
condensed version of the series, 
.. Anyone for Tennyson?" is a 
released as a film . won awards 
from the New York Film Critics and 
the ational Society of Film Critics. 
twenty-piece senes of half·hour 
programs featuring the First Poetry 
Quartet -Paul Hecht, Jill Tanner, 
Cynthia Herman and George 
Backman. As in the first season. the 
shows will be taped appearances 
before live audiences throughout the 
country and at special remote 
locations approprialVo the 
program s ubject. Every third 
program will include a guest star. 
Some already scheduled are Julie 
Harris. Anthony Perkins , Alan 
Bates and Glenda Jackson. 
I Housing Contracts Still Available I I at call 457-2169 I I Wi Is 0 n H a II !or compl.t. information r 
I 1 1 0 1 S. Wall An SIU r I ~ for the c'onvenience of luxurious living d ,.', i'! 
i'! across the street from campus occepte i'! 
; comfortably furnished rooms living center ; 
II'! modern food service II'! I telephone and TV hookup for only I 
! in each room ! In additim; a sequel to the Monly II'! II'! 
Python show . entitled " Th~ i'! laundry facilities prices i'! 
Goodies," is planned for fall, i'! ~ 
~c~:t~n:f p~~~i~~~~~ ~~~~: i'! recreation facilities available include Special i'! 
The show is written by and includes i'! on th~. premises food service R t i'! 
several members of Monty Python:-i'! a e s i'! 
A new program, created by the i'! includinll an Olympic style swimming pool i'! 
TV staff, has made its debut this __ ~ 
Summer, and is called " People. , ............................................................................................................................................................ ,.... 
Problems and Progress." It is 
shown periodically on Friday 
evenings, and is a piscussion 
program in which ar~ persons 
discuss pertinent issues. Charles T. 
Lynch, chainnan of the Radio and 
Television department is the host 
CONTAC't 
LENSES-
For complete information on 
contact lenses and Bausch & 
lomb Soflens, also hearing 
aids, supplies and inf ormatiQ,Q 
101 
friday special 
208 8.111. 
Carbondale 
III. 
Phone 549-7345-7346 
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- Returnable 80ttles 30¢ 
Orink all you want and don't · worry about 
maintaining playing weight. 
Pitchers of Rum and Gola-
' l - , , 
Tuck er stomp puts the'bomp'inconcert 
By ;Joseph Sinopoli guitar; lead vocalist and 
Daily Egyptian Suff Writer . percUSSIOrust Doug Gray,_ Paul 
I If the Swth were ever planning to Riddle on drums, and Jerry 
rise again, it could have easily Eubanks on flute and assorted 
mustered up 22,000 recruits at the sa xes. They are as talented 
Mississippi River Festival individually as they are in a group. 
Wednesday night. Each member stands out, with 
TIle Marshall Tucker Band played without a battle for star status, as 
for a howling crowd on the they blend into one cohesive stream 
Edwardsville campus with the of energy. 
expertise that has become expected :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
of groups from the "stars and bars" ~ 'Review ~ped into the first set 
with "Blue Ridge Mountain Skies" ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;;(:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
sullstituting the fiddle playing with TIle l1and said they felt good 
Jerry Eubanks' saxophone. The Wednesday night They had to. The 
result was expectedly super b. The St. Louis-5outhern Illinois area is a 
~~: f:a~ br~:~~_u;!~f~~~e~~ ~m~~:~r~~~~:o!~~~~ 
~dwS:rf~f~rtu;e":~:~er~r Ji':1 :a::~, ::~er~a~~t~ 
tJie Marine' s and now a Tucker some of the finest music under the 
sta ndard stars. 
TIle weather was perfect for an There were no complaints about 
evening of good music . The volume from those under the big 
audience Iwnged on the grounds top. " Loud" was the word but the 
surrounding the tent area under Tucker' s sound extended far beyond 
flags and banners of aU sizes and the canopy. Although the sound was 
shapes, but the confederate tri~olor superb the view was somewhat 
was without a doubt the signature of obscured by the angle of slope upon 
the spirit of the night which mast of the outside crowd 
The band consists of Toy Caldwell was stationed It certainly wasn' t 
on lead guitar, brother Tommy on improved by the more rabid 
bass, George McCorkle on rhythm listeners who got to their feet or 
Never feel alone 1 
The Hope Clin ic for Women is ded icated to the special 
problems faced by women. 
Unplanned pfegnancies. Pregnancy avo ida nce. Preg-
nancy term inat ion. 
We were established to help you solve these d ifficul -
ties. The right way. For the right reasons. 
We' re stalled by skilled. qual ified professionals ' 
doctors. nurses . techn ic ians. counselors - who be-
lieve your emot ional well-be ing is as important as 
your phys ical well-be ing .. 
Whatever your decis ion. we ' lI he lp you reach it with 
knowledge and confidence. With a full understand ing 
of any surgical procedure. And considera-
tion of all other poss ible alternatives £ _ 
For information or he ~ appo~,-m~t . call T • 
(618) 451 -5722 H 
We t;nderstand' you'r Iq~ , 
problems. We care C I n Ie .... 
about them. .cor 
Never feel alone WArnen 
M __ Mqi<04 .-
...... p"yoiQI ____ ol._ 
t602 2tsl Strecl/ Granilc City. Illinois 62040 
those Wbo~/.ded to climb the 
prev~y . JI!e3ker poles to 
get better, . ut obviously 
unobtainable view. 
BacIting Marshall Tucker was 
"G "nderswitcb," aoother southern ~~~~;rvved more than capable ~g out a good dose of 
country-blues-rock. Lead guitarist 
and vocalist D~ Lombar played 
several searing botU'eneck 
' numbers, proving once more that 
not aU the slide players, with the 
exception of Duke Allman. have to 
he from the British Isles. Lombar is 
good, and the blind he plays with is . 
tight. Even wjtht6e added handicap 
of having one less guitar player-
temporarily out of action due to a 
motorcycle spiU-Grinderswitch 
pulled it off in fine fashion. Organist 
Steven Miller and Lombar joined 
the Tuckers in an encore of "Will 
the Circle be Unbroken," and the 
resu lt was actyline-hot. 4 
so~t~r!ifoal~l1~u~kt th~f:~ou~a~~ 
Jacksonville, which will be a benefit 
concert for presidential candidate, 
Jimmy Carter. It is their second 
benefit for the former governor 
from Georgia When asked if he 
thinks Jimmy Carter would make a 
good president. Jerry Eubanks 
Little Mary 
Sunshine 
Little M ar y SunSh i ne (Jane Grebec!{) falls to 
The c"arms of Capta in 
" B ig J i m "~War rngton 
(Tom Shepherd ) in" Little 
Nary Sunshine." The play 
is being, presented Friday 
through Sunday nights at 
the University Theater in 
the Commun icat ions 
Building as part of SI U!s 
" Summer Playhouse 
1976" iti nerary. (Staff 
p h ot o by Da r y l D . 
Li tt lefield. ) 
READER 
and ADVISOR 
replied, "OT course, he's frun the 
south! " . MAS. JOHNSON Ob, I wish I was in the land of 
cottoo. ... 
( FInt TInw In Your ~ 
ROUGH RIDERS , 
WASHINGTON (AP) -TIle word 
" rodeo" stems from the Spanish 
word for roundup. -
TIle National Geographic Society 
says, "the first U.s. rodeo in the 
modern sense supposedly was held 
. in Pecas, Tex.. , in 1883 to -settle 
rivalries between various ranches. 
Similar ' early competitions were 
held frun Miles City, Mont. , 
Cheyenne, Wyo. , to Prescott. 
She can read yoor life like 
an open book. Any question 
you may have she can 
ad'4se what to do. I f you 
haVe a problem with love, 
health, marriage, business, 
rela tives or any special 
problems, see M.r s. 
Johnson, she can ,help you. 
and Santa Fe. N.M." 
- Look fof Her Sign 
400 E. Walnut, Cd ... 
Far.....-caII~
AT Cactus !(de~ridoY &~!~~ 
EVERYDA Y SPECIALS 
12 oz. drafts - 2 5 C;: . till 7 p.m. 
Speedrail drinks - 1f2 price 
Located: *Hours* 
Big Muddy and 4 p.m.-4 a.m. 
Old Rt. 13 Wed.-5at. 
Group Short Sleeved 
~SS &.Sport 
Shirts Y4 OFF 
Groups 
Suits &. ..... ~.,~~"6J..'h~ 
2()%-40% OFF 
many famous brands 
lEISURE-suITS 
large group .1/3 OFF 
~ks '4\~ 
~ 
/ . 
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Israeli' raid ,to Uganda saves h'ostages ' 
By Arthur Mu ' officers were computing the ~-- . physics and philosophy at H~n:a~d down . the woman and the ~ Troops spn:ad wt, ~ down 
Aaaoc:lated Pre" Writer before ' the Air Frtrice' j~m1:r:l:Jniversity, but returned to Jom guernlla guard and ran InsIde Ugandan resuters and hunting the 
landed at Libya's Benghazi airport Israel's regular army. shwting "Lie down! Lie down!" in remaining hijadten. 
TEL AVIV , Israel (AP)- prior to its flight to Uganda. He was the only Israeli sottlier ~ebrew. . ) . 
'Saturday Afternoon, July 3: A hot Between then a last Saturday killed in Operation .Uganda. Diplomatic versions circulating in . The ~e fon:e had 110 def'wte 
SIm spl,!shed across the beaches ~ about 145 of the or inal hostages Inside the terminal, on Saturday Nairobi w.ere that the Ugandans had infonnation 011 how many ~ ~el AVIV . Thousands of Israehs had been released. night., July 3, the hostages settled aided the hijadter.; from the start, were ~ fwnd seven and killed 
hsten.ed to th,: latest news. from The Israelis flying to Uganda down to their seventh night of supplying guard detail when the them WIthout m~: There have 
transIstor radIOS propped In the Saturday night were weIJ briefed on captivity. Only five hostages were pro-Palestinian guerriUas slept., been reports cI 10 hijackers. If ~ 
sand. . Id h Entebbe and knew what they might awake, playing bridge . . Many of the giving them- machine , guns and the fate cI the other three IS Th~ . broadcasts to t . em encounter. ' . rest wt!re exhausted by heat, nerves, grenades and even taking orden I1IIImown. 
negotiations we~. deadlocked to free About 400 Israeli military advisers ~d diarrhea. Most were dressed m from them. ~nore than 100 hIjack hostages . held once.helped President Idi Amin of pajamas or their underwear . ~ These aCCOWlts said the ls.,..,lic Within miutes the shooting ~ 
m Uganda, n~arly all. Israelis or , Uganda build his army and air .About 80 U~andans were at the ordered the hostages to lie .~~ over. Soldiers' carried wolHfded 
J!!Ws. A terrorISt deadline to blow force, before Amin threw. thel\! out aIrport helplDg t.1? guard the because " anYOlle who was Standing. hostages 011 their backs from the 
up . the hostages was less than 24 in 1972 and put Uganda in the Arab hostages, t?e .~sraelis cI~Jm . Some up was shot, " as one report put it terminal. Others ran barefoot to the 
hours away. camp. . were uPStal;'; m the termmal . some " Stay do rlends: Don' t transports, whose engines were still 
Israeli staff officers had been Officers scratched together all surrounded It. Most were around the move! We ·are herel " shouted the ·running. 
conferring with combat com· they could find to update Entebbe control tower a few hundred yards raider.;. For the Air France crew # 
~:ann~r~tnf~a:I~~1I1ro~e~\~~i;,n ~~~ .~~;eb~ Ia~~t ~~p~~~~~ aw~ Nair~i accounts said 'iO to 60 ~~t~~d~!~t l::1~!: ~~ l>I!ratioo: Less than roe hour for 
impossible" to " mission probable." built a new airstrip and a modern Uganda soldiers .were on the scene. Israelis had included bilingual a ~U:th~~ti~ hostages, 
When the experts labeled it new terminal. leaving the old Ugandan soldIers. presumably commandos who shoureij the orders the commando colonel , seven 
"mission feasiblE', risks ac· building abandoned . The old tho~~ht the Israeli plane , ere in French. hijacker.; and ahout 211 Ugandan 
ceptable. " it was taken to Pr ime building held the remaining 106 legitimate. PreSIdent .AmlD had At least one panicky hostage leap- soldiers, by Israeli and Ugandan 
Minister Yitzhaz Rabin and his hostages . One 75-year-Qld woman re turned only a.short tIme before ed up and was hit in the crossfire. count 
crisis team of top leaders who would had been removed beforehand to an fro.m an Orga.OIzatl0!l . of Afncan 1--------------------. take the blame if it failed . Ugandan hospital. Umty meetJ.ng m M.aurttlus and even .I 
Isra eli censorship has held up Chosen to command Operation III normal times nlg~ts land on odd 
some specific aspects of Israel's Uganda was Brig . Gen . Dan schedules. Entebbe aIrport was well 
most dar ing military operation Shorn ron . 39 . chief of Israel's in · lighted. according to dlplo~ats , a~d 
since the 1967 six·day war. Some of fantry and paratroops. A veteran of the I.sraelis had httle diffIculty In 
the de tails of this account came three Mideast wars and yea r s of landIng. , 
from diplomatic and other reports secret commando raids . Shorn ron At least two hijackers watched the 
reaching Nairobi. Kenya. led the armorE'd unit that completed door of the terminal. One was a 
That Saturday afternoon , at a the encirclement of Egypt 's 3rd blonde woman, identified as a West 
secret airbase outside Tel Aviv . Army in the 1973 Yom Kippur German. At 11: 30 p.m. the sky 
squads of young commandos cot'\flict. raiders landed The official account 
climbed aboard three troop tran · The assault planes flew out over of what happened next is locked in 
sports. Each was specially chosen . the Red Sea in darkness that secret achives. and may not be 
They were an elite unit of the Israe li Saturday night . following a still· !mown for another 25 years-the 
army. . secr et flight plan . To reach Ian · limit of Israel's secrecy laws. 
Lo!Ided with guns, ammunition . dJocked Uganda the Israelis had to But from available information 
command cars. stretchers. bloodt Oy over other African Territory . this story can be pieced together: 
plasma and kosher box lUnches. the Acc~rding to. dipl.omatic accounts The rampS of the -transports 
planes . too~ off. beading s~uth. . reachIng Nal~obl, Kenya. the opened and troops in jeeps and 
Deslinatton : Entebbe aLrport m Israehs are belteved to have flown COJ!lmand cars with heavy machine 
Ugand.a .. 2.400 miles from Israel. from the Red Sea across Ethiopia guM raced across the tarmac 
The mISSIon : Free the ' hostages. and the northwestern Kenya. near before the hijackers grasped that an 
Saturday evemng: Th~ rescue Lake Turkana. form erly Lake attack was on. 
planes were aIrborne. DIplomatic Rudolph . Seven Soviet-made MIG jet 
sources in Uganda later identified Nairobi a.ccounts also said a fighters of the Ugandan air force 
th~~ as three CI30 turboprop fourth Israeh .plan~ ~.as mvolv~- parked nearby went up in names. 
milItary transpor~ of a type sent tll an aircraft WIth c lvlltan markings The Israelis were making sure no 
Israel by the Umted States m the and carrYI!1g m.edlcal personnel. roe pursued them when they left for 
1973 AralrIsraeh war. SOlj.l'ces .sald thIS plan landed for home. 
While the aircraft J;1eaded over: ref'oeling at Nairobi before reachi!1g The hostages playing bridge and ~oen~e~~:d ~~~'rne a~~~~~inR!~;~ ~~l:bbe on the shore of Lake V~c · the kibitzer dived for the noor as the 
Operation Uganda 's planners at Lt. Col. Yonatan etanyahu , rest ol the hostages awoke m terro~. 
military headquarters in Tel Aviv. leader of the squad that was to Women rolled on top of theIr 
They had been meeting ever since storm \-he 'Entebbe terminal and chIldren to protect them as bullets 
the hiijack began, on Sunday. June bring out the hostage~ . haq given his hit the walls; 
27. when Palestinian guerrillas • finaJ instructions. Ne~yahu s squad dashed for the 
seized Air France night 138 after its IermmaJ door. The colroel was hit 
takeoff from Athens on a journey Netanyahu. 30. was born in New by bullets from the con~ol tower, 
with 244 passengers and a crew of 12. York but is a veteran Israeli fighter . and feIJ on the asphalt. HIS men cut 
Out of the files came the con· Wounded.Qn the Golan Heights in the 
tingency plans. Israeli intelligence 1967 war, he spent a yea r studying PERSPEcrIVE IMAGES 
Auto Clinic to teach women 
to maintain, repair own cars 
Some said it would never happen 
and jokes still abound on the 
subject, but women can learn to fix 
their own cars and a woman in 
Carbondale is willing to teach them 
now. 
theory arid provide skills for 
keeping a car in good running 
condition. Tune-ups. oil change, 
brake repair and tire change and 
maintenance are'5Gll1e of the areas 
to be covered. 
Thesis Exhibition: 
Gregory S. Mart~ 
.iULY 7-16 
Opening July 7 
8: 00-10: 00 p.m. 
COMMUNICA110NS 
WUNGE 
Communications 1032 
Jiffy Print 
Theses and Dissertations 
Typed - 7st/page 
CopIed - 71j~./page 
Typed on IBM Selectric-carbon 
ribbon ; copied on plain paper 
403 S. illinois 45T-T732 
* ................... * 
~ Custom Printed Hats ~ 
* In addition to our line of custom printed * 
~ shirts, jerseys, and jackets, Gusto's has a large ~ l. selection of baseball caps, visors, tennis hats l. 
~ and SI U hats. ~ 
* * * Special this week... *" ~ 1/2 off on all patches * ~ (reg. 51.49) * 
,.. Cat, I H, Busch, and aut,.o, truck & cycle patches, etc.,.. 
* Qr * * Up to three letters tree! * 
* with purchase of hat, cap, or visor * ~ offer good from Fri. 7-9 to Thurs. 7-15, 1976 * 
~ Summer hours * .~ ~~si()'~~:o a 
* (You name it, we print it) s. III. : 
* 5 years experience guarantees qualify work! * 
. .................. . An Auto Clinic will be offered at the Women's CenteJ'}»eginning Sat. 
July 10. to teach women general 
maintenance, trouble ·shooting 
techniques and basic auto repair. 
A local mechanic, Carroll Bailey, 
will instruct the classes which will 
try to increase $tudents ' 
understanding of automotive 
Classe's are sc heduled for 
Saturday afternoons from 12: 30 to 
2: ao through October 9. Textbooks 
will cost $1 and students will have 
the optioo of buying tools. Bailey 
will ~ake her tools available to 
worn who do not have their own. 
It ' not necessary to sign up for 
the class in advar-. 
W as~ington Street 
Underground 
Specials Every Day of the Week! 
549-m18 and ~9 aaass 
'rem Net1in's 
" On Iho Strip" 
5 p.m. till 1 a.m. 
~rafts - Monday 
This lI:f!f!k's sJH!cial 
25~ .,ioory Chargt! 
wl$3.OO pure .... --. 
(offer good through Sunday, July 11, 197 ) 
".~ •• f8lr 
c..,..~" .. ;'~n ••• 
",It. t.e hat ",ZUl, _.II",k.~. 
25c 
/ 
50c 
~ 
Gin & T,onic - Tuesday 
Scoteb & Soda - Wednesday 
Vodka & Tonic - Thursday 
Bourbon ·& Water - Friday 
Shots of Tequi,a - Saturday 
Rum & Coke - Sunday 
..uI "' •• er , • • ",a! 
0pIn tar raw COI'MI ...... from 11 a.m.-1 a.m. 
.......... 2:3D-F..a hoi deIMry .... from 4 
p.m. on. 
Page 12, Deily E~, July 9, 1916 
I 09 N. Washington 
(below ABC) 
Sex-p'ot study tops ears of research Decorating? Miller's I . ~ ' 
:::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:-:.:.:::::.:::::: 
This Is the first ins1allment d a 
three-part series which will -
ecamlne the Olntraverslal "sex-
pot" study proposed by Harris B. 
Rubin Part I deIIls with Rubin's 
pn!YI(1IS sex rese!lrch a1 animals. 
Part II will dell I with his human 
sexual research. Part III will 
examine the sex-pot study Itself and 
the controversy which has 
surrounded It. Parts II and III will 
be printed Tuesday and Wednesday 
in the Daily Egyptian. 
:: .:::.~:.:.:::::: :::::::::.:.:.:.:. : .:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: .:.:.:. :.:.:.:.:.:.:.: 
By CIuta Moeaidl 
DaUy EgypdaD S&aff Writer 
Ha ris B. Rubin , associate 
professor in thp SIU School of 
medicine, would like to continue the 
research he has been conduting for 
the past eleven years . His latest 
project, the infamous sex·pot study , 
contains three explosive com' 
ponents: sex, marijuana and erotic 
~~r;:~~ , ~u;;~~o~~~ ~1:~ti;~rri~1ry 
funded study has beep hampered by 
sensationahzed press coverage, 
fn~ii~~~lo~Pr~~Ut~~t;~~rcd moral 
Although the study was sanctioned 
by the Food and Drug Ad· 
ministration, the funds for Rubin 's 
study were CUI off by Congres3 this 
spring , despite assertions by 
scientists and educators that a bad 
precedent is being set by political 
meddling in the field of scientific 
research . . 
Rubin now hopes to obtain funding 
from private foundations for hi 
:.:.:.:.:.:.:-;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:-:.:.:.:.: . :.:.:-:.:.:.:.:-:.:.:-:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:. 
Froml965 until 1972 Rubin was an people wh(' are considered to be 
independent researcher at Anna sexually dangerous . 
State Hospital . After receiving his 
Ph .D. from the University of 
Chicago for his work in visual 
perception. he traveled to Southern 
illinois and began basic laboratory 
research at the hospita l. 
Rubin studied sexual behavior in 
monkeys, rabbits, and rats. He 
" 1 wanted to teach individuals 
social skills for interaction after 
leaving prison. " Rubin said. " After 
leaving prison there would be a 
foU.ow ,up , ea!:h person could see 
another professional about their 
progress . " 
pa ired the animals and from there Bittle said a great deal 'of Rubin 's 
developed techniques fo r studying work has been reported in scientific 
sexual behavior in humans. journals , which is a strong in· 
Ron Bittle. a psychologist at Anna dication of the merits of his research 
~: . ":.:-;.: .:.;;:.:::.:::::::::::::::::::=:=::::;::: ..•.••••••••.••.• :::::::::::.:::-:.:.:-:.:.:.;.:.:.:.:.;. 
"There is a void in knbwledge 
.( 
concerning I~uman sexual response because of the taboo 
society has placed on-the s';'bject. " 
:::~::~~~:: :~~:~::;~t::~: ~~~::~;:::::::~i~i~~:~~:;~:~{:::~~~::::~;;:~: ~i;~~i~::::: ~::~::=::~~:~:;~:~~~:·:·~~~j:~:: :t~ 
effect marijuana has on the sexual assIstant at the BaSIC Research he has spoken in several institutes 
response of males while viewing Labortory at the time of Rubin 's on the treatment center and the 
erotic stimuli presented on film . He work , said, "Rubin was trying to program has been copi~ by evera l 
has state and local immunity for his develop the---! most accurate across the country. . ili: ~[U~;~~da~aS~~lc~r~i~c~~o~b~~ ~:~~o~nO~~~\r;;~o dp~~~~~ a~S~~~ Since research in the area of 
federal immunity . people with sexually devian t sexual behavior had relied upon 
Little has been said about Rubin' s problems. He wanted to predict the visual observati,;n for recording 
previous work which began with tendencies of sexual deviates sexual response. Rubin 's research 
research on sexual response in behavior ~fore occurence of bad 
animals and then progressed to behavior." 
examining human sexual re$ponse . 
The sex·~ research is only a link 
in a cham of research Rubin began 
in 1965 at Anna State Hospital. 
Rubin said there is a void in 
kno_wledge concerning human 
sexual response because of the taboo 
society has placed on the subject. 
Don Henson, an assistant' to Rubin 
and graduate student in psychology . 
said, " He <Rubin ) has been trying to 
acquire information about sexual 
response, especially in humans, to 
apply to human problems." 
Henson added that professionals 
and laymen should be informed 
about human sexual function to aid 
them in making decisions. 
People with seuallY deviant 
problems." Rubin explained, "are 
those who may have limited outlets 
for releasing basic sexual drives . 
Persons may be fearful <irrejection 
by the opposite' sex so they may 
exhibit the urge in the form of rape 
or child n:tolesling." 
While r esea rch was being done 
With animals, Rubin also set up a 
treatment an.dj'Counseling center for 
inmates at tlJ;!' Illinois Department 
of Corrections, Psychiatric Division, 
in Menard . Rubin said se1I'Ual of· 
fenders va r y tremendously but 
Menard has a large popula tion of 
SHYNESS COURSE 
LOS ANGELES ( AP) ~hy 
students at the Claremont Colleges 
are invited to overcome their 
shyness in special workshops by 
staff psychologist Dorthy Smith. 
Aided by a student co-leader, 
Smight, 'who has a master' s degree 
in clinical psych-:ology, works with 
groups eX 10 students. 
So far, she has had students from 
each eX the six Claremont colleges, 
an equal number of men and 
WOOlen Students' shyness ranges 
=ngsr:-~te~! S~y~~I1~~ 
~ students OJ;! campus, Smith 
saId 
Housing still available for fall 1976 
STEVENSON ARMS 
600 W. Mill 
An SIU accepted 
living center 
549-9213 
Consider the~e features: 
Large suites with both 
Complete food service 
Ai "" conditioning 
CiK:J phone hoolc ups in each room 
Furnished 
Free parking 
Lwndry & storage fex,trties 
Double suite 
$689 including board 
haS sought to develop a method of 
measuring sexual behavior which 
would provide information about !be 
exact moment of a sexual union. 
Sexual behavior between the 
rabbits was automatically re<;prded 
by means of electrodes attached 
externally to the unrestrained 
aninla.ls . Current flowed only when 
the animals came i.nto physical 
contact. Several {l'ltterns of sexual 
behavior in rabbits were revealed 
by this m·ethod. • 3--· -
a flne assortment fA India 
Prints, wicker chairs and 
acx:essories, Macrame 
plan1ers and flsh nets of 
various colors. 
In addition to researching and 
preparing the format for his 
treatment center, Rubin began 
teaching sexual behavior courses at 
SIU on a .part·time basis. In 1967 the 
Journal of the Experimental 
:-::":N;~~ o~n B~~~~1 ~~~~s~i~ ~~ 
rabbits as determined by the 
automatic recording technique. 
;:.* Dairy Queen " , , . 
"Massac County" 
on the 
Woody Hall Stage 
TONIGHT! . 
8 p.m. W 12 midnight 
• 
Ie caM! 01 rlD-SbL Or. RoIDUI Roo_ 
IInoIPt to you by SCadeIll GownuDell& 
Adhltlee CGaDdI 
OlD MILWAUKEE 
, -=-~ $136 . -. .~ '~:Ck 
" __ ..,.; 1'\ 
The Beet Name In The ....... 
457-2n1 
109 N. Wash 
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Where's Snoopy? 
• I 
Looking mudl like the Red Baron himself, Bruce 
Alexander Evans scans the horizon either for enemy 
aircraft or traffic as he listens to music through his 
headphones while cruising around Carbondale in hiS 
sports car. (Staff pr;,io by Carl Wagner) 
Vacation Bible 
School 
July 12-21 .8:45-11 :45 
C.hUf'Ch bus to Evergreen 
Terrace and Southern. Hills 
8:15 and return 
To enroll or for 
additional information 
call: 
457·0323 
University Baptist 
Church 
State fair entrie-s pressur~d, 
registration forms sent late 
Oakland at Mill 
IOUTHERn SPRINGFIELD, (APJ-The 
Illinois State Fair the state's annual 
entertainment extravaganza, is 
getting rif on the wrong foot for 
1976. ~ 
Entry forms and informational 
booklets for various competitive 
shows are going out late, putting 
potential contestants under 
rncreased pressure in meeting entry 
deadlines. 
"We are (orc!ng them to hurry up 
and get the forms back in. " Paul 
King, state fair manager, said " I'd 
like to have had the contestants 
have a little more time." 
Because of the delay, fair officials 
have extended entry deadlines for 
two exhibit categories. 
But that means some of the 
infonnational material already sent 
out by the fair has listed the wrong 
entry deadline, a fair spokeswoman 
said ' 
And to try and catch up the fair is 
sending out some of its material by 
lst class mail instead of 2nd or 3rd, 
increasing costs, said King. 
The I?rinter Who's handling the 
$12,000 Job says the delay is largely 
because state fair personnel were 
late in ~etting copy to him. 
But Kmg said the printer also has 
to share part of the blame. 
The problem revolves around five 
different books, known as premium 
books, which the fair sends out to 
prospective contestants in various 
shows. 
The books contain rules and 
regulatims for each type of show, 
list entry deadlines, and include 
entry fonns. 
sh~": ~~eu.::a~m~~the ~~ 
mid-June for the fair, which begins 
Aug. 12. 
ru:::,an~ ~~a~~w:~ 
going out until July I, many still various entry categories, and status 
haven' t been sent. and that " we' re of the premium books in each -
~~~lg about two to hree weeks category. : 
The printing firm which is doing or=~~ H3~e ~ts~~~:',w~~~ 
the books is Huston·Patferson the deadline has been extended to 
Corp., of Decatur. Gene Fluss, July 17. Premium books began 
~~f~;a~~~bl!~re~a:t stSaat~d (~~~ going out July l. 
personnel getting their copy in late. -or:g\~f~°C:~e nex~~~t~~~y~b~~ ~ r.~~\!!'t~~t:~!t;r:lf the deadline has been extended to 
their copy and everything. " July 16. These books also began 
King said the fair 's preparation of g~"!t:!' ~~; Show. Entries are 
=.; :~d:Yf~ir b!o~~:~:':bf;~~ due July 21. Books have not begun 
list for prize awards this year,'-J' gomg out 
which depends on how much the General such as cooking, plants, 
legislature appropriates during its etc .. Entries are due July 20. Books 
sprin~ session. have just begun going out 
"We'll assume part of the 
res~onsibility," he said . " But I 
don t think the printer has really 
seen the seriousness of getting the 
books out in time." 
~~!! ~ea~devery excuse in the 
Fluss said he now expected all the 
books would be delivered by Friday. 
A Department of General 
Services rificial sa.id 17,000 books 
are involved, costing $12.626. 
The rificial, Jack Yoder, said the 
contract was awarded through bids, 
but has no penalty provisions for 
Ia~hede=~re sent to exhibitors at 
last year's fair and anyone else who 
requests one. 
Junior Dep?rtment 4·H Clubs, 
Future Farmc.rs ri America, Future 
Homemakers ri America. Entries 
due Aug. 9. Books have not yet 
begun going out 
bbq---
reltaurant 
SPECIAL r 
Cheddar Burger Deluxe 
Our famous Ernieburger with 
pickle, onion, lettuce, and 
tomato topped with delicious 
cheddar' cheese. W_ith fries 
and choice of salad. 
This week 
only 
Good thru 7/1 5/76 
Home of 
Cl)ixieCream 
donuts 
2205. lIIinoi. Ave. 
Carbondale, III. King said the delay in sending out 
the books would not affed the fair 
:~, "everything will be ready to 
But he said the flood of delayed 
entries is " going to put a hell of a 
=~ 00 the staff" to p~ 
, ...... , ..... -:: .. -:: .. -::.:: .. '-::c .. x.r..c.::J .... ' ... ,_' .... ' .... ' .. r.cxr....cc:cc:.':"i~ 
a Opening Under ' " ~ P f · 1M ~ ~ ro eSSlona anagement ~' ~ According to Miss Murphy, the following are the deadlines for the 
TOllight! 
a 600 Freeman . 549:6521 ' 
R Opening for Fall 1976 't....-- M 
iw. 
BitJ Twist alld 
the Mf!liofl) Fellou:w 
Get your friends a "get-smosfled" certificate 
9-1 at · 
The Cluh 
4015.111. 
~ ~ S § 
ieaturing 
carpettd suites, fully air 
C$ ned, ca~eteria with 
up-to-date servic; TV and 
phone hookup in each suite 
free off-street parking I 8. Competitive Prices 
~ Quality Housing available now 
{ 
Devils Kitchen Lake is aliw 
~ith tiny freshwater jelljfis~ 
• During late August or early the 25~nt-piece sized medusa reprodUCti~ ~~illimeter sized 
~~;~~: batSe~r:t D~~~~ ~~ct!~ ~oa~ f~ W:;:~h suc;}~ce bed~~ . raIl ~~~uS;:~[~~I~:~~W~ 
Lake brought to you by freshwater late August or ~rly ~tember. reproduction. Stahl said the 
jellyfISh. .Stahl, who received his ~H.D. ~or Polyp live in shallow water where 
Craspedacusta sowerbyi. the only his lake and stream studies said. the food. is . .'::hemical an 
freshwater jellyfISh species .in this " The medusa is practically mechanical stimuli eject small 
country, is found mainly in man- ' tra~parent ~nd unless you are. stinging capsules that penetrate and 
made freshwater lakes. paymg atten.t!on they are .cather para Iyze the jelly fishes 
John B. Stahl . associate ha~;O f~~'::sw i~ming medusae microscopic organism~ 
professor in the Zoology usually swim in groups throughout " Both generations have the 
Department. said " The freshwater the lake. Because they are weak capsules," he said, "but since both 
jellvflsh may be carried in by birds. swimmers they are easily carried generations are so small sized 
fish. and rivers. Once in freshwater by water currents. Their swimming they' re pretty harmless to people." 
the vase-shaped animals will grow stroke cons is ts of tentacle ~~~~I!~ch°~S !.~ ~~It~~.ment contractions which bring them to 
He added they were first ~'!ns~~~~ce~n turning upside 
discovered in 1880 .in Great Britain Stahl said the medusa is . the 
.in a man-made habitat Further 5('xually mature stage but often a 
studies showed they originated in lake will only have a majority of one 
China because of frequency of finds 0( the sexes . 
.in thi! Yang-tze River. The h f . th . 11 r h life 
The jellyfish life cycle is cycle. ~heerpo~;' I~ we~~ ~r~sbablY 
compa;ed 0( two generations. A keeps the animal around. This stage 
standstill vaselike polyp stage and a ferms buds on the sides of its body 
medusoid stage. The medusa which break off and eventually form 
resemble stemless mushrooms and medusa or polyp. 
have shert tentacles. Research has been done on the 
Stahl said the polyp is so minute 
they are hard to fmd. The medusa 
are not evenly dispersed within the 
water but two zoology students were 
able to collect enough jellyfISh for 
preservation at S!U and mailing to 
other laboratories. 
The miniature predators will 
probably continue to thrive at 
Devils Kitchen Lake. Stahl said 
research has found temperature 
probably limits the swimming 
medusa's lives to about two weeks. 
precisely during summer's end. 
Tall ships quietly leav~ New York 
NEW YORK (AP)-They ca me in 
as a fl eet on parade . pe nnan ts 
flying. crews at salute. the greatest 
gathering of s loops a nd square 
riggers. ba rks and briga nt ines of 
modern times. 
Now the tall ships leave. one by 
one . answering the morning and 
eveni ng ti des that beckon them 
seaward. pennants stored. crews in 
dungarees . with a s trong thirst for 
the sea wind and a locker full of 
landfall and an occasion not to be 
forgotten . 
" The impression was thai of 
history." sa id Sout h African Ens . 
Julian Gilman . 20. of Cape Town . He 
was servi ng aboa rd the 345·[00t 
Argenti nian . Libertad On that 
f ourth of July aboard the parading 
hip. he said. " You could sense the 
exuberance of the people on the 
shore." 
memories . When they got ashore themse lves. 
di " idual Americans they had mE't on 
city streets. 
'Even with their broken English. 
two sublieutenants from the Chilean 
ship Esmera lda. Juan Luis f rac· 
chia of antiago and f rancisco D. 
Ghlringhelli of Valparaiso. both 19. 
:~~~r:~a I~~~~~~~~r!~~,t~~~~~ ~p 
word s likE' man-elous and most 
impres ive . 
Sub Lt. Eugene Varela . a lso 19. 
said. " It 's a really grea t experience 
to be in New York and to be here for 
the 200th birthday ." And like others. 
~~:rs\~g~~ ~~~ n~! 7:1~.ing all the 
To the last da y. crowds of the 370 cadets seamen and offi cers 
Americans flocked to the ships at of the Libertad. representing more 
berth. clambored up t1re treacherous than half a dozen South American 
gangplanks at high ti de . felt the countries. bought .everything fEaln 
huge wheels in their hands. fondled cameras to radiOS . found new 
the brass windlass. and ' for a friends . savored the most enormous 
moment Capt. Walter Milly was in and diverse ci ty they had ever seen. 
command. Gilman was amazed at how close At almost every gangplank from 
But for the crews too. this was a crew members had grown to in- the...Poilsh Dar Pomorza to the 
H · . Fl· Norwegian Christian Radich to the lStorlC renc t communtty 1'cah"o';';'la~~~lr~~~ hAad%iita~a~~~~ 
ashore. returned to seek them out. 
"inal rendezvous "or hikers Aboard the Dar Pomorza . Cadet J I J I ~wel Medyckl . 22. of Posman 
PRAIRIE DU ROCHER ( APl-A 
band of bicentennial marchers has 
called a halt at this historic town to 
give their feet a rest and prepare for 
a weekend bash. 
restored fort . the westernmost 
outpost of the Br iti s h in the 
Revolution. will be the scene of the 
annual Fort de Cha r tres 
Rendezvous. 
marveled over the life he has led in 
'ew York for the last several days . 
Shows. like the musical. "Chicago." 
~~~~~~~Ilu:: ~~~i~~i~;P~~ o;o~~~ 
not put aside." 0 where in Europe 
eouid this thing happen." he said . 
Typists Needed 
"U8t havf! ~urre'''t ACT 
BfJ ablt! to tlJJH' 45 "'.pent. 
Flf!.~;blf! 8chf!dulf!8 
IlvailabJ~ _ 
Contact 
.I\tnnt-tte Smith 
Daily Egyptian 
Communieations Bldg. 
for applleadons & Inttarvlews. 
The Fass 
is giving you 
more great 
decibels 
this weekend 
_ Fri. & Sat. 
Appaloosa 
Sun.- Big Twist (:~~ 
Mellow Fellows 
Remember the Keller this weekend 
the best taped Jazz & Blues in town Twenty-seven strong. the hikers 
departed Fort l\1assac near 
Metropolis on June Tl in a re-
creation 0( George Rogers Clark's 
historic hike across Southern 
Illinois in 1778. According to some 
historians. his feat secured the 
Northwest Territory for the fledging 
Both the march and the 
rendezvous are sponsored by the 
Illinois Departme nt of 
Conservation. " They are kmd of 
hunkered down right now." a 
department spokesman said. 
Now. O~f:c~ou:r:se:t:h:Cy~a:r:e~le:a:vl:' n:g:a:s ~.::~!!~~~!!~~~~~'''~~~!!!~,. ailors :usl. 
union. 
Led by Ward Johnson. a secretary 
0( state's office employe from 
Springfield. the latter-day marchers 
averaged about 20 miles a day. 
arriving at Fort de Chartres on July 
" Right now they are mostly 
tending their blisters and mosquito 
bites and what not . 
"The rendezvous was a 
traditional gathering. basically It's 
a big party. They didn' t call it a 
rendezvous then but it used to be the 
time the fur trappers got together 6. a day ahead of schedule. 
This wi!ekend the partially each year." 
-----
Mg",g 
(ji~g's 
italian 
restGurant 
. ap.n Friday -' 5:00 p.m. 
101 w. walnut, CIIrbond ... 
-"1821 
Selected Group of 
Dresses Reg. to 2<)00 
Jump Suits Reg. to 2<)00 
Pant Suits 
Plus 
Reg. to 4oo<l- 1 9 90 
acks 
Swim Suits 
90 1 S. Illinois 
- - - lots of 
T-Shirts 
ON SALE NOW 
Tanks 
Short~ 
BluDI's Hours 9130-5:30 
Mon.-Sat. 
We welcome Bankamericc:rd, Moster Charge, Am. Express 
, ; Dally EgyptfI!In.!JUIy 9, 1~ hgt lS .. 
a..tfteII IIIfGrmatIINI Rae. 
One Day-lO cents per word. 
minimwn $L50. 
Two Days-9 cents per word. per 
day. 
Three or Four Days-3 cents per 
word, ' per day. 
Five thru nine days-7 cents per 
word. per day. 
Ten thru Nineteen Days-3 cents 
per word. per day. 
Twenty or More Days-5 cents 
per word. per day. 
15 Word MlDImum 
Any ad which is changed in any 
manner or canoeUed will revert to 
the rate applicable for the number 
eX insertions it appears. There will 
also be an additional charge of SLOO 
to cover the cost of the necessary 
paperwork. 
Classified advertising must be 
paid in advance except for those 
accounts with established credit. 
Report ElTOn At Once 
C~ your ad the first issue it 
appears and notify us immediately 
if there is an error. Each ad is 
carefuUy proofread but errors can 
still occur. We will correct the ad 
and run it an additional day if 
not ified. Beyond this the 
respmsibility is yours. 
( FOR SALE ) 
Automotive!) 
1964 F'ORD CUSTOM VAN . 
Reconditioned . customized . 
carpeted inside a nd out. unique. 
ey~ catcher . SI.695. 724· 4().12. 
5783Aa178 
1964 Black Chevy . runs good. $225. 
Ca ll 549-6278 after 5 p.m . 585IAal83 
SELL. EITHER . 73 VW . super ~i~r" and F'M . or 71~~A~~¥8 
1973 BUICK GRAN SPORT·Air . 
Power Steering and Brakes. 
Bucket Seats. $2.195. Call 549-2788 
after 6 p .m . 5856Aa179 
1968 CHEVY GOOD condition . $450.00 or best offer. Phone ·457· 
4073. Call after 4: 00. 5866Aa 180 
1972 HONDA 4~Oi CB. Great Sh~ 
~:5~~2:frecla e. Phon~~~aI79 
72 CHARGER . 318. PS . PB . AC. 
good condition. $2200. 549-=Aal80 
EPPS MOTORS 
your Datsun Dealer 
'75 Datsun Hustler Pick-up 
Spot jess , desert gold, short 
bed, faJr speed, will! AN radio 
<J'1ly 10,CXXl miles . Like new. 
' 74 Ford Torino Elite 
Light blue will! O<J'1trasting 
vinyl roof, power and air-
ctnditi<J'1 lng. Local car, spotless. 
'n Maverick Grabber 
New gold PIIint will! bright 
accent. Small v-a autanatlc 
will! power, air and vinyl roof. 
'n Volvo 144 Sedan 
Spotless white paint . 
Autcmatlc tnlnsmlssion. Four 
cylinder engine. 
~13&1tet Ul.-I-J'. 
1967 FORD VAN. carpeted. 
paneled. solar screen wiildows. 
~:ifur.srts . 5625 or of~M6A~~~~ 
Parts & Services 
FOUR SPEED Muncie Tran-
smission with Hurst, 850 dm 
HoUey Carb. Call 549-34SJgl4Ab181 
Page 16, Deily Egyptian, July 9, 1976 
NEED A tune up or minor repairs? 
Student with automotive training ' 
will do work for less call Hal. 549-
8663. 5896Abl80 
Ntotorcycles 
1972 Honda. Best Offer . 549- 6489. 
5845Acl77 
• r' 
WE TRADE 
BOOKS, MAG., COMIC~ 
LARGEST SELECTION OF 
USED P~PER8ACKS I N THE AREA 
~ Exchange 
301 N Mar1u!t Marion 
1973 HONeA. 750·4 . Excellent 
Condition. Call 1·995-90-18 after 6 
p.m . 5887Ac179 ( ...... _..;..F.....;O;....;R...;..-R;....;.;;;;;E;.;.N..;..T~_) 
1974 HONDA 750 excellent con- -
~~~7~AItz:.i~~Me $1~iiAhc~~ 
250 YAMAHA 1970. S320. Cali Barb. 
549-8565. 5797Ac178 
N'iJ:Ji Ie Home 
t 2X 46 mobile home . ca rpeted. 
opposi te hedrooms . central air . 
~~\a~~s~ .a~~I1~!9:;::~:~~~ A.M. 
5766Ael77 
MOBILE HOME -a nd Port a ble 
room . 700 Sq . ft. floor space. air . 
underpmnlng. shed . Asking S3500. 
Ma ke offe r . Available Aug . 15 . 
Write Daily Egyptian Box No . 5. 
5799Ae l89C 
lOX 55. 2 bedroom . new carpel. 
central ai r . carporl. shed , ex · 
ce ll ent condition . a'vailable 
Augusl. 549-4861. 5785Ae178 
iOx40 one bedroom trailer . Wood 
interior air condition . r e newed 
furnac-e ;-kenne i. one acre 10 1. 5 
mile south of campus. 549-7980. 
5900Ae178 
12x60 TOPPER . AC . UN · 
DERPIN ED. 1!!lc14 I. r .·$4900. 
May be seen at o. 6 Wildwood 
Park. 5616Ae180 
Miscellaneous 
~~dL~~~ !S~j.gjh~tt~~'1l'.'t'!~~.t-~rs~ 
assortment of chemistry and 
tapes . J!lly 5·10. Images Ltd .. 715 S. 
Umvers lty. 5'l49AC178 
II SS KITTYS good . ..u.wd fur · ~ituroe ·2~0~ir~c~0c~r:d fti~~ci: 
KPartheast of Carbondale . Route 
149. Hurst. IL. Open daily . Phone 
987-249 1. 5536ACI77C 
12 F'T . ALUM IN UM SEMI · V 
~~Ifi(ter 5:~57~fi8mot'Ks4~(; 
EW t4)G78-14 RADIAL TIRES-
Sanyo AM-F'M casette. CaJi 549-
3861. 5 p .m . ask for B.T.·· 5862Afl77 
F'RIGIDAIRE REF'RIGERATOR.-
SI15 .. 549-0125. 5872AC177 
TYPEWRITERS. SCM ELEC-
TRICS . new and used . Irwin 
Typewriter Exchange . 1101 No. 
~t~~~a:~.~~~~.pe~~\~f~UC 
GOLF CLUBS, BRA Q.fllew. never 
used . still in plastic covers. one 
starter set $29. also one full set $65. 
Call 457-4334. B5B98AC195C 
T~!i';gk~~~'lo~~~~l~a~~ 
dozen. 457-3054 or 867- 2506. 
5905Afl81 
110 volt air conditioner. 525. old. 
runs good , but looks,ba ~fi1~9 
Electronics 
STEREO REPAIRS . 
GUARRANTEED. Parts returned. 
Nalder Stereo Service . 549-1508 
1l :30 ·7 :30pm. 5829Ag191 
STEREO ONE year old. excellent 
condition . Sherwood receiver . 
r;~~f~" ~~~~.e54~~I~peaMrs 
5897Agl77 
Pets 
GERMAN SHEPHERD P UP'S 
AKC . Carbondale . 75 tilles 0.: 
champs in heritage. some are 
:X~rre~I~~WorOI::ar~~&r~~~ 
549-3909. 5729Ahl85 
REGISTERED ST . BERNARD 
PUPPlES, 9 females. 3 males, 3-4 
~~~. 549-5220 da~~A1~J~~ 
FOR SALE : German Shepherd 
~PS, 125. Call 657-2332 or ~
Apartmef)ts 
LIN CO LN VILLAGE furnished 
~~f~~~~Cy ta~frrt:R:sn~ 1 \s.~\i~~. f~~ 
3222. B5795Ba 183 
OW T AKI NG CONTRACTS for 
Fall and S;>ring terms. Furnish('d 
eff ic iency apart ment. 3 blocks 
from campus . Air co ndition ed . 
Glen Williams RentalS457· 7941 
B551Ba mC 
APARTMENTS 
SUMMER TERM 
Start ing <'.1 1160/Summer term 
EFf<lCI ENCIES 
ONE BEDROOM 
TWO BEDROOM 
l\lso Accepting fall Contracts 
BENING 457-2134 :105 E. Main 
CA RBO DALE. LUXURY . 2 
bedroom: near clinic . air con-
~~t~~~~_~~rt. drape~~~801~~~~~ 
R JULY 15. one bedroom 
apartment on old route 13 . wit h 
option fo . F'ail Semester . One 
weeks rent paid . Cail 687-3804 
evenings. 5853Ba178 
MODERN EFFICIENCY in 
Carterville . $90.00 includes 
~t~I~~~ 1~r.r~i~~1abla~rno~~1ii: 
6956. - 5909Ba181 
Houses 
THREE BEDROOM. central air, 
;;~~t~. ~~i~~re~' ~iarr;~~ 
now. 457-5266. 5!l!l7Bb18I 
SINGLE AND private rooms, for 
~~u~~nu~ .in a~~me~~1ri;~aTi,~: 
cooking stove. in apartment with 
other~ .. ~n pre~e . own !Deals. 
All utilities prOVided mcluding air 
fi~r~it~~~~~gCa~la~i7_~~a~~y ~; 
7039. 5908Bbl96 
Ntobile Home 
SMALL TRA:LERS F'OR male 
students. S55 . mon.thly Illus 
utilities. imntediate possession. 
~r::bi~~~ {{~'ral~a~lus. no dogs. 
2533. 85901Bcl85 
o E BEDROO 1 DUPLEX 
trailer. July and Aug. rent SIOO.OO. 
All utilities furmshed except 
electricity. Sept.. rent 5121 .00. 10 
minutes east of Carbondale . 0 
dogs. 549-1626. 687-1768. 85810Bcl84 
2 BEDROOMS. fllJlTlished and air 
~~n~~~$f~o.£~~~~i; b~d ~:~ 
512 5.00. Both include water 
trash . 549-6612 or 549-3002. 0 
pets. 5765Bcl87C 
F'ALL OPE INGS A D TWO 
immediate . One two bedroom 
trailer . Glenn 549-4679. 85911 Bcl82 
CARB DALE TWO bedroom 12 
x 52 C ntry atmosphere . 549-
6423. 85910Bcl96 
Now Renting 
For Summer & Fall 
M.obile Hemes 
No Pets 
Apply at : 
IUJ E . Walnut 
10xSO and 10x55 carpet AC. clean. 
anchored. underpinned near lake. 
o pets. 549-2813. 5864Bcl84 
CARBONDALE MOBILE HOME 
~~sRt~ 'a ndor~~m HJ,h~¥tri~ d~fl';: 
549-3000. open alurday. 
B5863Bcl94C 
t2X60 NEW 2 BEDROOM . EAR 
.ca mpu . extra nice and furnished. 
Sorry. no pets . 457- 5266. 
B5790Bc l88 
Rooms 
1 BleD. to Campus 
Forest Hall 
820 W. Freeman 
457-5631 
Fumished 
Kitdlen Facilities 
$475 for fall including utilities 
5q)hanore Appr<M!d 
Roommate.:; . 
LIVE IN comfort . walk to beach 
from 2 & 3 bedroom mobile homes. 
furnished . carpeted, AC, no pets. 
10 minutes dn ve to campus. 549-
1788. B5869Bel82 
Wanted To Rent 
TRAILER I sru area . willing to 
share the same with male or 
female . CaU collect 312-748- 5976. 
5855Bgl78 
HELP WANTED 
R .N. and L.P .N. 
POSITIONS 
An e qual opportunit~· em-
- llRJENT'A TTON CO'MMITI'EE 
Chairperson needed. Paid position 
~~~~~n~~:n~ s~J'J:i~f~~~~rti:! 
Center. Jrd floor. Student Center: 
( 
> 5883CI77 
SERVICES 
OFFERED ) 
ODD JOB DO E . Yard work-
moving to landscaping. Painting. 
carpent"rs . rooring.. typing . 
secret!lr!al and oft' lce worlt . 
BabYSitting, sewin/!. authentic 
Chinese cooking . \ ou name It. 
Custom Services. 549- 6554 . 
r' ;;ss.!EI79 
RES ME AND passport 
~otograrchs . One day ser v ice. 
theafslin~ . <L;JJ5t mve~~I~~ 
ST DENT PAPERS, THESES. 
books typed . bighest qualit y. 
guaranteee no errors. plus Xerox 
a nd pr inting service. Author 's 
Office. next to Plaza GriiJ . 549- 6931. 
B!'874EI94C 
Typing 75 cents a page 
Copy Thesis or Dissertatl <J'1 
For 7'12 cents a page 
Jiffy PrInt 
403 S. llinois 
457-T132 
PHOTO 1"1 ISHI NG . F'ast color 
prints and slides : one day service 
on B&W . Also custom B&W 
enlargements. Images Ltd .. 715 S. 
niversi ty. 5848EI83 
WEDDI G PHOTOGRAPHY need 
not ' be too expensive for your 
~~\~ E~J.t.07faa£ho~r;e~~rti.~;: 
2451. 5850E193 
c 
KARATE 
RegIstration : / . 
Mon.-l'NJrs. 5:15 p.m .·,bl5 p.m 
Sat.-SUn. 9:00 a .m .-10 :30 a .m. 
Isshinryu Karate School 
116 N. Illinois, Carbondale 
549-4al8 
EXPERIEI CEO TYPIST for any 
neal. accurate typi ng job. Pick-up 
lind deli ver y on campus. 684- 6465. 
5668E182 
NEED AN ABORTION? 
Call Us 
AND fa HE LP you THROUGH T .... IS 
EXPERIENCE WE CIVE YOU COM 
PL E1E CO U N SELING Of" A Y 
DURAll • BEFORE AND AFTER THE 
PR EOUR E 
BECAUSE WF rAR E 
Call col lect 314-99H)S05 
or toll free 
800-327-9880 
ployer . Excellent rringe _---------_ 
b e nerits . and good working ( WANTED ) 
conditions. ... •• --...;...,...;...;..;...;"...;...,;:;;::..;;;....--
Apply at: 
Herrin Hospital 
Personnel Department 
FEMALE WAITRESSES and 
bartenders needed lor summer 
and fail semesters. NO--eXJl!!rience 
~1~~s:~a: 1 ~~Jlo~ ~4~_~~~e~~~to 
a .m . to 4 p.m . B5526GI77C 
WAITRESS A 0 PART TIME 
bartender. immediate em-
ployment. !,p{,ly in person after 
6:30 p.m . Ki ng s lnn LOunge, 82S E . 
Main. • 5823C1n 
Manager for Carbondale Cocktail 
Lo:f~f~edM~~~~~m~~liiro~e~:: ~9.10 : 30a . m.-4p.m . B5525CI77C 
CARBO DALE. RN's , fuU·time 
night float sUl?el'Vlsor. OB 
su~v~~o~~u~~~~;: ~J:6ri~ 
lrOSPital , 404 W. Main. Personnel 
~;;it~-[y·im~f::Y:r .P·:s8s~8~ 
WANTED AIR CONDITIONERS 
Run!1 ing . or not. Also 24 hour 
service on most air conditioners 
549-8243. B5588FI79C 
( LOST ) 
FEMALE COLUE LOST around 
Warren Road area-golden sable 
type with some black and white-
answers to " Bristol. ,. Call 457- 2523. 
5894Gm 
DOG SPAYED FEMALE 61,2 yrs. 
Part SheltlJiSetter. Black long 
~i~Kt~air S. frj ~Ol!~:euleala~ Reward~one54~1l8. 591SGI79 
f¥NTERTAI NME@ 
ART EXHIBITION: ' A~ 
~~~:l~f~ l:ti~~? iC:!~;r Pa~' 
.Grossman. My 9th thru 18~ii.'k 
(ANNOUNCEMENT5} 
CRAFTS PEOPLE : sell your work 
at the Common Market 100 E . 
Jackson Open 1!Hi Mon.- Sa~I79 
MAGA 
MUSEUM 
SHOP 
Faner Hall M-F 
.N. Gallery 10-4 
Hibbs: his life, work is Shryock 
. , . -../ . . .' 
The position c:J Coordina tor of 
Special Programs is a very time-
cmsuming job. CmsequenUy, Paul 
Hibbs is a very busy man. 
1~~ ~b' ~f~eU~:~rsi~e~ 
responsible for 280 Convocations. 
The Celebrity Series, begun by him 
in 1966, has brought more than 90 
top shows, plays and dances onto 
the Shryock stal/e. 
"A while ago," Hibbs Sllid while 
puffing on his pipe. "the University 
required compulsory attendance at 
the Convocations because no. 
cultural enrichment programs were 
~~~:-;: ~ d~~n (~Ma~m~a: ~ 
the summers at Northwestern r stint in Du Quoin. be received an 
University and the University of equivalence degree in s chool 
Illinois at Champa~· in addition to administration from- the University 
teaching here at SI of Illinois. 
Hibbs served in a ' of Before coming to Southern 
positions while at Du Quoin High Illinois, he lived in Wyoming, 
Scbool. He taught speech, all levels Colorado, Nebraska, Missouri and 
of English, Spanish, and even· Iowa ..r-" 
available." _ 
Lately, however. the Convocations 
are shying away from the straight 
lectures, he said. because 
Hibbs c:a1III bimself ". career bachelor." He said be devotes all 
his time to his work. " I doubt if aI\Y 
wife would ever stay with me," be 
grinDed. 
.. Age is. something I don't think 
about too muc:b al\YfDore. When I bit 
30, that really threw me. But now 
the years just fly ri8l!t by," Hibbs 
remarked. 
departments bring in their own 
( AUCTI ONS & J 
s peakers and lecturers . 
Convocations now are dedicated to 
____ S_A_L_E_S ___ -' ~~~~~~'!~r~~s t~e!t~~~n~ 
YARD SALE- Kjtchen Ap · 
pliances. Beds. ~C . carpets. 
clothing . stereo. musicar in · 
struments- Saturday. 1000 Block 
N. luhSt. Murphysboro 687·J557. 
589IK178 
THE SPIDER WEB. Buy and sell 
used furnilure and antiques . 5 m: S 
on 5t. Call 54!H782. ~576K178 
GARAGE SALE : Carbondale 1"', 
mile from Rt. 51. South on 
Boskydell Road . Toys. furniture. 
household items . clothing (va rious sizes ). Misc . Thurs.-Sat. 
8-? 5917K178 
MOVING SALE : Everything Must 
go. 504 South Ash. Saturday 1{)-6. 
5913KI78 
MOVING SALE . 2 portable 
typewriters . bicycle. window fan. 
SIlverware. glasses. furniture. 
clothes . etc . Man~ items must ~. 
~~~u~~~&~~nda\e8 a . m5s4~17Ii 
YARD SALE : Saturday .July lOth. 
8-6 p.m. Plants. housellold items, 
101 N. IrvinSlreet. between 400 W. 
Oak-300W. Pecan. 5892Kln 
BIG YARD SALE . furniture . 
clothes. housewares. books. 
~~~~,~~t~a!~i.~~. -I d~~e 
south of Old 13 on Highway 127. 
near M·boro. 5918KI77 
develop a taste for them. Hibbs 
said -
Expenses for the Convocations 
and the Celebrity Series are paid 
partly by the University. Hibbs 
said The rest 01 the funds come 
from ticket sales and money from 
the Illinois Arts Council. 
.. Assets are our biggest 
problem. " Hibbs said "We used to 
~~~e:::~t ~tO~ot !~;m~~.d~~ Paul Hibbs, director of Special Programs charge of the programs that appear at 
Student Government had originally admires the stage of Shryock Auditorium. Shryock. (Staff photo by Daryl Littlefield.> 
talked our office into starting the Hibbs instituted the Celebrity Series and is in 
Celebrity Series. but now we have to _. r-----------------------
get the money from other places." served as the Latin ir.slructor for ~ 
he saId . one year. ije was the debate team 
Convocation. costs range from sponsor. the baseball coach for nine 
$200 to $2,000 with the average being years and football coach for three 
about . $800 •. Hibbs ad,ded. The years . He also served as school 
Celebnty Series costs range from administrator . 
512.000 to 510.000. depending upon_tbe "While I was the debate team 
number of perf.ormances. sponsor. we qualified fo r the 
The convocations have presented national tournament 15 consecutive 
such personalities as former Chief years. " he remarked proudly. "We 
Justice Earl Warren. Jane Fonda. placed high almost every time. 
George Phmpton and cartoonist AI besides winning the state 
Cappo The Celebrtty Sertes has toumament a few times." 
hosted shows such as "GodspeIL " Hibbs has also directed numerous 
"Fiddler on the Roof." " The Man of plays and musicals in Carbondale 
la Mancha. " as 'well as and the Du Quoin fairgrounds . He 
performances by Duke Ellington served as director of summer 
and CountBasie. musicals at SID for nine years and 
The budget for the upcoming yea r was the chairman of the SIU Speech 
is not in yet. but Hibbs is still busy Department for two years. 
eJA7.Z 
featurinJ 
Buddy Rogers 
Darvell Samuels 
lining up entertainment. Some Hibbs received his undergraduate 
tentative s hows include : The degree i,~n~li~beEr~al~a~rts~fr:om~M~iss~ou~ri_~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I~' g~= ~;~~~~y o~r~~~·~~·.~: Wesleya~ His graduate degree was 
Preservation Hall Jazz Band. the 
Czechoslovakian Philharmonic 
Orchestra and the current play. 
" Sherlock Holmes." 
" We want to get the play 'Equus' 
but it has a nude scene in it With all 
the trouble we've seen with Cedar 
Lake. I don't know how it will sit." 
he added with a grin. 
One of the purposes of both the 
Convocations and the Celebrity 
series to serve the public as well as 
the st\ldent body, with high-class 
cultural entertainment. Hibbs said 
The Federal Government regarded 
Southern Illinois as a.- culturallv 
deprived area. because there were 
few places for entertainment to be 
shown. he added. 
"Unive rsities do have a 
commitment to raising the cultural 
opportunities of the area they 
serve," Hibbs said. " We are 
rendering a real service to the 
Southern Illinois area." 
"Through the Convocations and 
the Celebrity Series. we can expose 
~r; ,~~~~ ~~t ~~~ ~~~ 
Vaily 'Egyptian Clauified Advertising Order Form 
536-3311 
Narre: ___________ Date: _____ Amount Enclosed: 
Address: -------------------~:------~ 
CLASSIAED ADVERTISING RATE: 10c per word MINIMUM first issue, $1.50 (any ad 
not ellc.eeding 15 words). 10% discount if ad runs twice, 20% discount if ad runs 
three or tour issues , 30% for 5-9 issues, 4O"A. for 10-19 issues. 50% for 20. ALL 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING MUST BE PAID IN ADVANCE UNLESS ESTABLISHED 
~.CCOUNT HAS BEEN MAINTAINED. Please count every word. Tak~ appropriate 
8lscount. . 
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DEADLINE : 3:00 p.m.. day prior to publication. to Appear. --------04 
Mail to: Daily Egyptian 
Conmunications Building 
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Carbondale, II 62901 
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Taken By for different things . We try to get 
convocation programs the student 
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Special instructIOns: 
SELL YOUR 
CAMERA 
WITH A 
D.E. CLASSIFIED AD. 
Hibbs is no stranger to 
educational institutions. His career 
is full of education·related 
activities. ranging from teaching to 
PAPER INDUSJ'RY 
NEW YORK ( AP) -Paper was 
first made in America at a 
Philadelphia mill in 11!lO. 
'today: the paper business is one 
of the 10 largest industries in 
America, with 1975 sales exceeding 
$30 billion. Total world demand for 
paper. according to Robert S. 
Hatfield. chairman and chief 
executive offK:er of The Continental 
Group. Inc.. has increased at an 
annual rate of almost 6 percent 
since 1954 and is now at 130 million 
---------------------------------------~-------~ 
_A· For Sale 
_B· For Rent 
. _c . ~ Wanted 
=~ : =:ment 1wanted 
TYPE OF ADVERTISEMENT 
• _F · Wanted 
_G- Lost 
_H - Fame! 
_I . Entertainment 
_J - Annwncements 
~l< - Auct ions & Sales 
-.....--
_ L - Antiques 
_ M . Business Opportunities 
_ N - Freebies 
___ 0 - Rides Needed 
P - Riders Wanted 
CHECK YOUR AD AFTER IT APPEARS! The Da.ly E!IYI?lian will be responsible br only one iOCO<Tect 
~hcallOO-.. _________ . tons a year. 
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New courses to help in making value ' judgments 
I By ..... ........ With the help ~ a grant from the taught, but ~ ~ humanities McClure calls them the type ~ McCJure said the classes will be 
o.II.Y EmdM ... rMer , :::!~'::i~~n~~:m~i~r!~~ A~~ ;rn~::: :t-:::t C:::~~ =~ ~~ baa:: ~ot s~~ ~~:~~~o~:rs t~~cbfa~:I~~to~~~ 
Put youraelf In the positim of a College will offer tbree new said ' r but discovery oourses," McClure lawyers, journalists and fonllt.ers 
doctcJr asked to take a stand m the undergraduate courses this faIl, to McClure suggested, fe.- example, said will also lecture, The viewpoints ~ 
abortim iasue. You are being asked help students In the biological ~~ might be used In The classes will meet twice a medical, religious and legal 
to make a value judgment m the science, social science and . a strip mining issue. week during the day and also once practitioners, the family, tbe 
~ (( liCe, when it begins and communicatiCDs areas ~re for The . im to use strip mining at nighl They will be listed In the individual and the society will be 
the right ~ man to eod il ~ ~ the value judgments they cannot be based only on tbe class ~uJe under LAC 310, 311 expbed by the students. 
fa
'Ibe
oe 
m' vaJueyourj~e enmtsayYOUootbabeveasto will face as professionals. country's need fe.- fuel. M~lure and 312.. McClure said films will be.. Workshops are being held this 
li1e The courses will be part ~ an went o~ to sa:/, for political, s~own moe a .week and ~ st,u~ts summer to acquaint the faculty 
dramatic as that However, Applied Personal arod Social Values econom.lc, SOCial as . w II as WIll. be required to do indiVidual about the problems the practimers 
accordiilg to George McClure, Project under the directorship of aestbetlc values 8I:e Involved. projects. have, McC1ure said " We're aware 
newly appointed bead of tbe McClure. McClure and bis McClure said, the study of ~,iss!les ~ ~orship. the .~ the fact that the bumanities all 
PhilllIIOpby Departmeot, everyone assislant, Dennis M~air, graduate Sbakes~re ~n t teU you where to public s nght to know and press too ~ten discuss general theory 
is forced at me time or another to student · in zoology, prepared the put a stnp m~, but Shakespeare , freedo~ . ~re the areas the l;Yithout worrying about its 
"put him.seIf m tIie line in a proposal tbat was accepted by the does bave a hit- to say about the commumcaliro students might get ~tclilion We want to change that 
personal e.- professional issue." National Endowment for the va lue ~ land and the nature of into "Values .of Com~unicatiop by showi~ the applicability ~ roe 
~~::~:~ :~ur~ea~:lth ~~~~J:' s1Jr~~~~~~;~ was ~~~ues in the Living World," =,-Texture ID Tune, McClure to another, ' he said 
" They have no_ solutions, only The courses are-designed. to pick "Values in Communication-Texture "Values in the Living World" will The first work.shop, in 
~~~~ ~ f~~r:ti~~::a~ :1r, w~~u~~~l training leaves ~PP~~t~lu~d in '~!~;" ~i:r:;: include sections ro value of life, A~~:~:;s;.,waJ.e Ias~;~~~"! 
aware ~ the consequences." " Value judgments can't be course titles. death = ~r healm and heflth related" fields will be held this 
Sen te I -be als back tax bI-11 ::1::,~I~l~~Z;P~~~~~~ :~~~a~~~t ~~% ~g~i:' a r from clinical psychology to police science-related areas will be held work. from July 31 through August I. 
providing relief for masses 
By Jim Luther 
A.odaied Press Writer 
WASHlNGTON (APl-&nate 
liberals are trying to broaden 
benefits for low-and middle-income 
taxpayers in a'bill changing some of 
the ways the country raises its 
taxes. 
The liberals are given a good 
chance d winning, mainly because 
politicians USUally lind it hard to 
vote against tax relief for the 
masses in an election year. 
But such action could result in an 
even higher federal deficit in 1977 or 
force the Senate to ta.ke another look 
at the tax advantages that generally 
are available only to the rich. 
Opponents call these benefits 
loopholes. Backers call them 
preferences. The law refers to 
them , and to those available across 
the the board to all l.al\P.3yers, as 
tax expen~lures . In 1977 they will 
total more than the entire defense 
budget: S101 billion. 
Under the law, the interesl 
deductioo 011 a home mortgate and 
t~~.: . . . ~.~.l :::~:~:~:I :~:~O:~.:.:.:.:.~:~::, .:.;.:.:~x 
Wews GAnalysis 
fiercely as on other provisions. 
Long successfully urged the 
Senate to reject liberals ' 
amendments that would have 
phased down lucoative tax benefits 
available to U.S. exporters and 
companies that have foreign 
subsidiaries. 
Scores of issues in addition to 
individual tax cuts remain to be 
settled in the l,~-page bill. 
Among them: ~ treatment of 
foreij;ln income: additional tax 
advantages fe.- firms that have 
em ploy~tock-ownership plans: 
&!t8tt!flfJL¥a~'P1. 
tS'1-S,,5' 
open Fru/a.,y fpH- fd.'1 
i~~~: 
ttarrr~r~ 
:::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: .... ;.:.:.;.: privacy of: !ax retu rns: retirement 
expenditures. Both deprive the g~~t ~~~ i::'~;:~:: i~~~.tax ", _. J 
Treasury of- tax revenues it U,/AP.; 
9-11 
When debate on a massive tax-
revision bill resumes July 20, 
liberals will try to win more 
benefits fe.- typical taxpayers than 
were voted by the Finance 
Com mittee. 
otherwise could expect. Pressure for quick approval of the 
Few politicians seriously press big bill was reduced last week with J/ Al'l-l~ CJny;'J,,,,, lfj-J 
fe.- repeal of the mortgage-interest passage of a stop-gap law that AlAi n "" 1 "II 
deductioo or for ending the tax-free freezes tax with-holding rates until 
treatment of Social ~ecurity Sepl 1. That allowed last year's a:t the t$iey CDmmVl1,itlf HouSe. 
benefits. These are 'Y(€wed as individual tax cuts to expire r .. 
The liberal group contends the 
committee bill extends tax benefits 
fe.- the wealthy, meaning those 
·whose incomes are $50,000 a year or 
more, at the expense of those 
~~ngwwe.-~whl~soc~lgoals- ~~~h~n~ica~I~~~OO~J~U~Iy~I~"~~~h~n~o~e:~t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ home O)'Inership and a livable wage 00 tax-payers take-home pay. 
alter retirement 
Long and his backers, whicF_ r 
ea~~I:S=b~ J::.' Edward M. =~~ in~u~..!::!aJ~~i%e~~~ Chairperson Needed For 
Kennedy seeks to extend last year's 
individual tax cuts through Sept :.J, 
1977. These cuts are worth about 
$180 per year to a typical family of 
four. The Finance Committee voted 
to allow more than half the 
reductions to expire next June :.J. 
in the same lighl They argue that 
such prefen:nces as a lower tax 00 New Student 0 rientation Convnittee 
capital gains and a quick tax write- of SGAC 
The Finance Committee adopted a 
series of measures tbat the liberals 
want removed. They would: 
.-Allow deduction of state 
gasoline taxes ooly to the extent that 
they exceed $SO; 
- Requi re a three -year delay 
before an expended retirement-
income credit becomes fully 
effective. 
-Generally eliminate a business-
expense deductioo for persons who 
occasionally use their homes in 
connectioo with their jobs. 
A victory by the Kennedy forces 
ro aU three provisions would cost 
the Treasury about $7SO millioo a 
year. Under the new budget law, 
the Senate would have to raise taxes 
elsewhere or allow a higher 1977 
deficil 
In the fIrSt two weeks of debate, 
the liberal ~p failed to sell the 
Senate on ' tax reform," meaning 
eliminatim ~ special benefits for 
the rich and businesses-ilS the way 
to pay fe.- more tax rel ief for the 
ave.rage American. 
df of pollutioo-control equipment 
are incentives for the rich to tiWeSt 
in job-<:reating endeavors. 
Before the Senate tax debate 
began. the Kennedy bloc agreed 00 
a package of five major 
amendments that would raise far 
me.-e revenue than ' the Finance 
Committee bill. 
The House had voted to eliminate' 
various tax shelters for the rich, tlut 
the Senate rejected the idea in favor 
of the committee's proposal to 
eliminate roly abuses in the shelter. 
The liberals gained a small 
concession on their errort to 
strengthen the minimum tax, which 
is designed to see that everybody 
f1~p~~r:,~~ r::r ho;u~~~ 
versiro approved by the Senate is 
~ncl~~~ :~~~:"m~t~~~~ 
adopted by the House. 
The roly clear liberal victory 
came when the Senate voted to 
eliminate a committee provisioo 
that would bave placed a ceiling on 
the tax 011 investment income. But 
Sen. Russell B. Long, D-La., 
chairman of the Finance 
i=r:;!t~ioc di! n~ f~m;t t~ 
Hyde Park-Montlcello-Clark Apartna1tS 
511 So. GIll,.." 
457-4012 
For Sophomore thru Graduate Studerita 
,Single, double person apartments with bath 
Carpeted 
Air Conditioned 
Wired for telephone"'.and cable T,V,-
Furnished 
Laundry facilities available 
Free Parf(lng 
All UtIlities Included 
SJ.u. ApprcJftd LIvIng CentIr 
n. a.t ~ ApertIMnta In carbondIIlI 
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Application for chairperson available at 
SGAC Office 3rd floor Student Center 
Deadline ~ July' 12~ 1976 
Paid Position through SGAC 
AI., Needed-
Orientation Committee members and 
Peer. Group Leaders for fall Orientation, _1976. 
For info call: 453-5714 Student Activities Office 
Put some ,!,agie 
in your weeken-d 
(poof) 
Merlin's Disco 
for a great weekend 
rliQ 
G.et re-ady 
for mid-terms. 
Study the environment 
at Merlin's 
J 
l 
( , 
It 
South African st dent tells of subjugation 
By Ja.epIa A. SbIapaIJ real possibility ci bein sent to troops in Angola. Their presence hands ci the black farmers. The I4Jgether enough to IalJt ci hel'itage .. 
DUly EcpUu IMaIr Writer Island. a prison for political alone, however. is sufficient to northern and western reserves are . Gwall saiel ', • 
South Africa is a Western prisoners cif the Atlantic coast. effectively contain .the black generally poor. In South Africa, women and men 
industrialist's dream. It produces . Nomusa Gwalla know about the masses. and they are present The Transl§ei Constitution Act ci alike, bead fm- the fielcm at the 
nearly the entire world gold supply ISland. H~ uncle ~pent ~ . cears everywhere. . 1963 gave blacks a .token self- crack ci dawn and do not get borne 
and is rich with uranium and there fm- subversive actiVity. Composed ci an 8U' force. navy government fm- that region. Yet any until <lark. 
platinum. It is also a leading "Its a living hell, said Gw8lla. a and army. the aU-white South decisions it makes must be brought 'The tribes in South Africa are 
producer ci chromium. an element senim- in speCial education at SIU. African Def!l!l5e Force (SADF> has before the "'South African collectively called Bantu. It has 
vital to the nuclear weapons To the white -goyernment. a cornbined'sianding army of 40.000 government before going into effect become an accepted name for South 
business. education is a loaded gun in the to ~O.OOO men. Through home "Talk about land and you'U talk African blacks. Yet Bantu has the 
Its labor force, primarily black, hands ci blacks. guards. reserves and paramilitary a~t Z':'lu," said G~aUa whose same connotations in South Afr · 
wm-ks fm- next to nothing. Yel, as it "~y parents and uncle .were all groups. the S~F . can assemble . ~rltage IS Z~u. Her .trlbe ~ of the as does "nigger" in the Uni 
remains a dream to- the teachers. so our fa",l.lly was 200.~ men ~lthlD two d.ays . e1g~t recogruzed ~Ibes m South States. Gwalla explained. 
industrialized nations. for the native watched by the police. Gwalla · ccordmg to military experts. . Africa. has . t:adilll!!lally been Although a . high . ranking 
black, it is a nightmare. said. The police force which The nature ci the current fighting fiercely proud wltlt-slrorig ties to the Rhodesian general gave his country 
Apart~heid, which literally means conducts such surveillance is the mak~ speed and mobility vital. At land. Yet the govern~ent does .all it a two-year maximum before going 
separation, is practiced throughout special branch-watchdog for those any given momen~ troops must be can to p.revent tnbal heritage to majm-it' rule. GwaUa was not as 
South Africa. It is one of the last two activities .. which might be rea.dY to board helicopters to rescue enculturation. optimistic regarding her South 
countries in the world where racial interpreted as dangerous. white farmers or ranchers under " Mother and child are not African home 
segregation is the law of the land. Although the branch serves to attack or who have been ambushed. 
Rhodesia, with its white supremist terrorize the black population. it's These are the prime targets ~ 
government, is the other. membership is not exclusively guerrilla forces . Yet thes 
The rules ci apartheid are simple: white Mrikaaners stay on. They have to. 
the whites rule over the black Occupied Holland had its Green These Afrikaaners have no native 
majority. which in turn obeys. Police during WWII. They were home across the sea. They are 
Blacks are left with little Dutchmen payed to inform on their native white citizens. The land is 
choice: South Africa's white-ruled.... own people by the Nazi occupiers. their home and their land ownership 
army is the second strongest on the In South Africa today. some blacks keeps the white majority powerful 
African continent . perform the same function. But the The land is also exactly what the 
Many people view South Africa as winds of change are now sweeping black majocity needs and wants. 
a nation where foreign whites South Africa in gale force . The South African government 
dominate the native blacks. But South Africa recently erupted a attempted to pacify the tribes by 
white Afrikaaners are descendents string of violent uprisings along its allocating to them roughly 13 per 
ci Dutch ( Boors) and Englishmen borders and in Johannesburg. the cent of the Republic's land area. 
who colonized th country in the third .largest city on the cOnlinen!. These reserves. according to the 
18th century. Like a tide. insurgents supported by government repre:ent 45 per cent 
If it is hard to unders tand why a Chinese and Soviet arms and of the Republic s most fertile land. 
four-tlMlne majority has lived this advisors . pour in and out of South What they fa il to mention is that 
long under subjugation without Africa from neighboring nations , most of the land W:l.S turned over to 
more open protest. it is equally . prim ar ily Angola. Although South the blacks only after white farmers 
difficult to convince South Afr ican Africa· s a rmy is reputed to be one selected the best of it. Consequen!ly. 
blacks to take action against the of the finest. they have utTered a the most fertile la nd many be in the 
s itua tion when they face the very score of humilia tmg losses to Cuban reserve areas. but il is not in the 
Police units trained to take 
special emergency crimes 
on 
By Robert Wren 
Daily Egyptian Staff Writu 
refuses to acknowledge the term 
SWAT aJld said t he office rs that 
have f eceived the tra ining are 
Should a criminal suspecl "definitely nor · part of a team . 
barricade himself in a building with " These officers are no more part 
hostages . or a sniper isolate himself of a SWAT team than officers 
on a rooftop, both the Carbondale trained to give preathalyzer tests 
Police Department and the SIU are part of .a' llreathalyzer unit. " 
Security Police are equipped to deal Kennedy said, though he allowed 
"11th It . that group ot speCIally trameo 
Carbondale Police Chief George officers can by assembled to deal 
Kennedy said a number of officers with sniper or barricade situations. 
have taken a special training course On the other hand . the SIU 
at a marine base in Cuantico. Va . Security PolH!e ha ve two SWAT 
According to Kennedy. the FBI - teams. and are more than willing to 
taught course instructs officers to acknowledge them as such . 
analyze and control situations such SlU 's SWAT team practices 
as sniper attacks. together regularly . said Officer 
Though the training received from John Hudson . a team member. Each 
the FBI is that of Special Weapons team consists of five men. Hudson 
and Tact ics. (SWAT> . Kennedy said. and each has a specific func-
:::.:::::::::.:::::::::.:::.:.:::.:.... . ............. :.:::::::.:::::::::::.:::::.:::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. :':-;::':':':':::::,,:::.:.:.;.:.:.:::::::::::::::::::: 
, :~ (9arnpus 'Brief§ 
.:.:.:.:.:::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.::::.:.:. ...... :::: ........................ . ....... :::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
ti on wi thin the unit. The five 
members of the tea~s consist of a 
team leader. overall observer . a 
riflem a n. a spotter and a unit 
defense man. Hudson said. 
Supervising SIU SWAT activities 
~so~t; ~~~i~e~ ~~~:~in:f could 
Hudson said the two SWAT teams 
practice on their own time. " on lhe 
average of four to six hurs a mon-
th:' 
During semester breaks. and 
summers empty dorms a.;e utilized. 
for maneuvers . The maneuvers are 
staged as realistically as possible. 
with snipers set upon rooftops and 
s imulated booby traps placed 
behind doors . Hudson said. 
The two SWAT teams can an-
swer a caU within half an hour . and 
sometimes quicker. Hudson said. 
' 'I'm sitti ng here now a nd if we got a 
cal l. I could gathe r everybody 's 
equipment and mcet them at the 
location in t5 minutes ." Hudson 
said . 
Th e STU SWAT teams have n ' t 
bee n ' through the FRI train ing 
course. and are on a waiting list to 
do so. Sgt. Barnett conducts training 
from an FBI manual . Hudson said. 
Beat the S&mmer Heat! 
Swim in the 
cleanest pool in town 
Open 10 a.m-10 p.m dally 
$15 tor nOw thru Auguat 14th at Wilson Hall 
1101 S. Wall 
457-2169 
When you think 
of a SALE, 
think 
of Olga's 
Now is the time to 
satisfy your good taste. 
20-30% OFF on most American 
Indian Turqpoise Jewelry 
20-30% OFF ~n all .art ,..pieces 
and gifts. - \ 
Uquid SDver Necklaces-Half Price 
Specials on mini frames and 
Sierra Club pictures (Ideal for grouping) 
.- Register for a FREE Turquoise 
Ring and a beauUful ~lece of Artwork. 
Olga's Art & ' Gift Shop 
Plenty of parking Jln the 
West side of the Old 
Post Office buDding 
in Murphysboro ph. 684-6821 David M. Viet", professor of English. attended the meeting of the Johtlson Society of the Central Region held 
at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, May 7-8. He 
delivered a paper. " Divided Consciousness: The Trauma 
and Triumph of Restoration Culture." • 
Jonathan Penner has received a -'creative writmg 
fellowship from the National Endowment for the Arts for 
1':116-71. Penner will be a lecturer in the Department of 
English beginning in Fall 1976. 
~***************************** t WeekendSp,ecial i 
~ ~ 
Buffalo Bob's 
101 E. College 
Friday Special 
Tequila Su~blasts 
60 oz. pitchers $4~ 
. featuring · 
Ju·arez 101 
Open e .,eryday at J J-
Stop & clteck out our weekday .pedal. 
Buffalo Bob's 
~ 3 T-Shirts : 
~.. *30,0 0 .. 19'" a with d .. ig" for 
*Roek St.r 
~ $ 9 n ~ *6l1tter ,. -~ ~ ~ *eu.to .. Letteri"g ~ 
ie . (reg. '41' .. c;h.) *Noveltv * 
ie ' * t ZiSSY's' a -
: 611 a. ".inoIa ~ 
: (InSide Mammoth Reeords) ~ 
-f(***************************** 
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game at -SIU on New SaliIki center works ( . . 
By Scott Barnside pounds{ ~ · .r 
Dally Egyptian Sports Editor For the past fortnight Gran . a soft-
Towering over the bevy of young 
basketball players fighting for 
pa;session of the ball at the Saluki 
camp this week has been the athletic 6-
foot-lQ form of Al Grant, one of the 
newest cager additions. 
Last year whenever basketball fans 
would get together, at one point of the 
conversation someone would say, "Boy-. 
(or girD if we could only have a 
legitimate center. " 
Well, Coach Paul Lambert has 
hopefully rectified that situation with 
the signing of Grant to an athletic 
scholarship. 
Grant's statistics fit the mold of a 
potential center for the Salukis. He's 6-
10 (or 6-11 according to which portion of 
the summer basketball guide you're ' 
reading) and weighs a healthy 220 
spoken individ I, has been visiting the 
campus, w ' taying with guard Mike 
Glenn . While he e 's been helping 
Lambert with the camp in and getting 
some good workout sessions with some 
of the Sahl,ki players still In the a~a. 
"I've had some good games with 
~ike and a few of the guys on the team. 
These guys play a little touRher than 
they do at home, where they're not as 
physical," Grant said ~ile taking a 
break from camp activities Wednesday 
afternoon. 
qrant has also been usiug this 
summer time to get acclimated to 
campus facilities . He's been thinking 
about pursuing a degree in economics, 
but still hasn't made a decisi::m . ... 
One conclusion more difficult was 
where to go for college. After Grant's 
Lip aid 
Scott Renz, seni~ in university Renz was defeated In that round. 
studies, bites his lIP during the ~. (Staff photo by Daryl D . 
first round of the intramural Littlefield) 
horseshoe tourney Thursday . 
successful high school career at 
Cedertown. Ga., his hometown was a 
favorjte stopping place for college 
coaches. 
Two of the schools interesti!d in the 
Cedartown center were Louisiana State 
University and University oforth 
Carolina-Charlottesville. 
As a senior, Grant averaged 25.1 
points and 18.3 rebOl,lnds per game. He 
was picked all-state and high school All-
America. He also played in the Dayton, 
Ohio high School all:Star classic. ) 
With these credentials Grant a 
tough time on deciding where to play 
college ball, especially with some home 
town pressure . 
"My friends kept saying, 'You stay 
around here so we can come and see 
you p,lay', b I had to be my own 
man, , Grant said. 
Finally Grant grew tired of other 
people trying to make his own decision. 
He took off for a weekend and decided 
Southern was his best bet. 
Of course it didn' t hurt SIU that 
Glenn's family and Grant's family were 
I 
close. Glenn was also the oilly Saluki 
player Grant kn~ in a state that has 
more sm basketballers than peaches. 
" He (Glenn> told me Southern was 
one of the best schools and he had been 
treated real well here." 
While here this summer Grant has 
been working out. trying to improve 
certain elements of his game. 
One of these areas is free throw 
shooting. Grant said he was only a 60v 
per cent free throw shooter. The other 
_ day he made 107 shots out of 1:J) 
attempts, so qrant feels there has been 
improvement 
Grant has also <fleen working on the 
weights trying to build up his strength 
and stamina. He also said he was using 
~weights on his legs. Grant should be an 
excellent jumper since he was the third 
best triple jumper in his conference. ' 
Asked whether he felt in pressure 
filling ex-Saluki center Joe 
Meriweather's shoe, Grant said. "I 
don 't feel like I have to fill in anybody 's 
hoes. I'm just ~oing to go out there and 
play the game . . 
Jones breaks record 
with 6-3 win over Cubs 
CHICAGO ( AP ) -Randy Jones, 
helped by a four-run third-inning rally , 
broke the ational League record for 
most wins before the AU-Star Game 
with his 16th victory as the San Diego 
Padres defeated the Chicago Cubs 6-3 
Thursday. 
Jones, 16-3, has a chance to tie Vida 
Blue' s major league record of 17 wins 
before the All-Star Game. After two 
days' rest, he is tentatively scheduled 
to pitch Sunday against the 
Philadelphis PhiUies in the Padres' 
final game before the Tuesday night's 
All-Star Game. . 
It was the fourth straight win for the 
NL's winningest left-hander and the 
11th in his last 12 decisions. He allowed 
seven hits. striking out six and walking 
two. He was aided by two balks and one 
wild pitch by Chicago pitchers, who 
contributed to two San Diego runs. 
The Padres jumped on Cubs starter 
Bill Bonham, 6-7. in the third inning, 
clustering five singles. 
Singles by John Grubb, Tito Fuentes 
and Dave Winfield accounted for one 
run. Mike Ivie then singled home both 
Fllentes and Winfield. Ivie stole second, 
went to third on a balk and scored on 
Bonham's wild pitch. 
The Padres added another run in the 
fifth on two singles and Reuschel's 
balk. 
The Cubs scored once in the third on 
consecutive singles by Dave Rosello, 
Reuschel and Rick Monday. They 
::!dded two runs in the sixth on a pair of 
si ngles, a-waJk, an error by Grubb and 
a sacrifice fly by George Mitterwald. 
Intramural tourneys set'" 
fo'r racquetball, tennis buffs 
Deadlines for entering both the in-
tramural tenpis and ' racque,tball tour-
naments are due Friday at 4:30 p.m. in 
the Office of Recreation and In-
tramurals. 
Both tournaments will start play 
Tuesday at the tennis -racquetball 
recreational area east of the SIU Arena . 
Eligible for both competitions are SIU 
students . faculty . and staff. Each 
tourney will run for ten days . ending 
July 23. 
Pairings for each tournament will be 
available Monday in the intramural 
office, . room 128 of the SIU Arena . 
Participants are responsible for 
checking their pairings . The tour-
o naments will be split up into men's 
doubles , men ' s singles and mixed 
doubles . 
The tennis tournament wiJJ consist of 
matches with a best of three setS. The 
matches are set for evenings, beginning 
at 7 p.m . All entrants must report to the 
tennis court shack before each match . 
Steelers start 6n downl}-"ll direction Racquetball matches will consist of the best two-out-of-three games . Par-ticipants also have to report to the tennis 
court shed before matches. They also 
have to r.eport the results to the same 
area. 
LATHROBE, Pa . ( AP ) - The 
Pittsburgh Steelers face a long uphill 
climb to an unprecedented third 
straight Super Bowl title. but Coach 
Chuck Noll had some downhill sprints 
planned as his team opened camp last 
Wednesday. 
It's a speed improvement technique 
used by Russian trackmen, and more 
recently by the University of Maryland 
football team. 
A 4O-yard downhill course, at a grade 
of about 10 degrees, is marked off along 
a row of fir trees near the Steeler 
practice field at St Vincent College. -
"The idea is that by running downhill 
you make. the body work faster," said 
Nol~ »>ho 'Put 40 rookies through some 
more conventional running Wedne.sday 
afternoon. "You condition yourself to a 
higher stride frequency and it carries 
over to when you run on the level. Of 
course, it takes a while for the body to 
respond. 
"We experiemented with it a little 
during the off-season." 
". don't know how effective it's going 
to be in the time we have here," said 
Noll, who in recent yearS has given his 
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team special coaches for flexibility and' 
weightlifting. 
"It's usually an eight-week program. 
and we have other things to do liere 
besides run downhill. But the theory is 
- oond. and it's very exciting that vou 
might be able to improve team speed. 
"To us, team speed is one of the most 
important things you can have going for 
you. Everything else being equal. the 
people whQ can run the faste t are 
going to win.· ' 
Steeler rookies and otner early 
arrivals~ill be doing their 4O-yard 
sprints later this week. They will be 
done on alternate days. and veterans 
will join when they report next week. 
Some Steeler veterans, including 
backup quarterback Terry Hanratty; 
have already been ooing the downhill 
sprinting on a cement pedestrian 
walkway outside Three Rivers Stadium 
in Pittsburgh. 
" Chuck is always looking for new 
ways to improve this football team," 
Hanratty said. "And w "~won two 
straight Super Bowls. so we must be 
doing something the right way." 
Rams in Haden to contract 
.~ . 
LOS ANGELES (AP)-Quarte-roack 
Pat Haden, who starred at the 
University of Southern California and 
also won a Rhodes Scholarship, signed _ 
this week with the Los Angeles Rams of 
the National Football League. 
Haden played last season with lhe 
Southern California Sun of the now 
defunct World Football League before 
leaving for England where he is 
studying. 
This year, however, he would be' able 
to .P~~~ !ef':11d ~~o~o :~~;~h~t~~ 
year study program to three· years, " 
explained Haden whose last minute 
passes to Johnny McKay and Shelton 
Diggs brought USC an ' 18-17 upset 
victory over Ohio State in the 1975 Rose 
Bowl 
The Rams said Haden signed a series 
eX one-year contracts covering three 
seasons with the terms not announced 
Racquetball players without rac~uets 
~en~ni~a~~ur'f~h~~eck them ou~ 0 the 
Cubs announce 
signing of top 
'76 draft clwice 
CmCAGO (AP) -The Chicago Cubs 
announced this week the si,ning of 
their no. 1 pick in last month s major 
league free agent draft, Herman Neils 
SegeJkel 18, of South San Francisco, 
Calif. 
The &-foot-S, 2J5-lb. right-handed 
pitcher had a 11-2 record in high school 
ball last year and hit six home runs 
while doubling as a first baseman. 
Terms of Segelke's contract were not 
revealed 
The Cubs organization said Segelke 
has been assigned to the Bradenton, 
Fla. , team of the Gulf Coast League, 
"'" will "-' to tho team "'" ...... ~ 
